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Cold temperatures combined with strong winds over the weekend led to below-freezing windchllls.
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house from Dec. 22 until the end of
Rush next fall, the exact date of
which has yet to be determined, said
Daniel Trujillo, associate dean for
community development and sub-
stance abuse.

"I'm happy that [they] didn't
think that MIT's decision wasn't
doing enough and needed to add a
much more drastic punishment on
top of what MIT had decided," said
DKE Vice President Spencer M.
Cross '05.

cational experience here."
According to Schmalensee, a

survey conducted a few years ago
showed that approximately half of
all MIT undergraduates would be
interested in a well-organized Sloan
minor. At the time, the Department
of Management Science did not
have the faculty capacity to sustain
a minor program.

Because of a recent anonymous
donation of an undisclosed amount,
additional professors could be hired.

DKE House License
Revoked Until. Rush
By Beckett w. Sterner
and Marissa Vogt
NEWS EDITORS

The Sloan School of Manage-
ment will offer a minor to MIT
undergraduates, starting in the
2005-2006 school year.

"Assuming we do it well, I think
this will be an important step for
Sloan and an important step for
MIT," said Sloan School Dean
Richard Schmalensee. "It'll play an
important role in linking Sloan to
MIT. Hopefully, it'll play an impor-
tant role in undergraduate educa-
tion. It'll add a lot to people's edu-

By Issei Anne L. lim
STAFF REPORTER

The Cambridge License Com-
mission decided yesterday to revoke
the housing license of the Delta
Kappa Epsilon fraternity until the
end of Rush in fall 2004.

DKE appeared before the C,LC
on Tuesday to answer questions
regarding an unregistered party in
August where minors were alleged-
ly served alcohol. DKE has also had
its housing privileges suspended by
the Interfraternity Council Judcomm Three members can stay in house
until pledge day in fall 2004. Three brothers will live in the

The motion made by the CLC building to maintain it during the
was "to mirror the IFC recommen- suspension, Trujillo said.
dation" via their sanction of sus- The CLC said that DKE could
pending DKE, said Chairman Ben- apply for a permit to have more than
jamin C. Barnes. three people in the house at one

Revoking the license means that time for events, but MIT Co-Direc-
no more than three people can be in tor of Community Relations Sarah
the house at a time and that there E. Gallop said such gatherings may
can be no food service such as a be forbidden under the current IFC

;~:'it~~~~~~'t~~i~~':~itti~;;:~~:~ sang~sp~~:~~::~~~~~sh B. Hohm ll~ Co,ndders Additional FSILG
Imposed" are carned out, he said. ------------- 1'.1.1.1. 111:7.1. .l"1!

DKE will be suspended from its DKE, Page 14

Sloan Planning to Offer Housing Projects in Cambridge
lA de rut ~

. By Ray C. He potential relocation to campus is ini- density, amenities, campus travel,

n l"'n~ uate lnOr tiated and driven by alumni who and financing .
• ::,' ~ MIT is considering the possibili- made continual requests for MIT to "Several years ago, we did a fea-

ty of building housing for fratemi- look at it," Immerman said. sibility study about whether or not it
ties, sororities, and independent liv- made sense tO'move fraternities into
ing groups that wish to move into Study covers many factors Cambridge," said Immerman. "We
Cambridge or do not currently have Immerman said the study exam- came up with a generic model for an
their own houses. ines the various categories of people imaginary FSILG and what the eco-

Chancellor Phillip L. Clay PhD at MIT, such as undergraduates, nomic model would look like," he
'75 and Executive Vice President graduates, married students, and said.
John R. Curry head the committee faculty. While this previous feasibility
investigating this. The committee "We then look at what we have study was halted because of lack of
"has to do with understanding what for resources, what we have for possibilities for housing location,
we have in housing need, in housing land, what we have for assumptions the current study is following a sim-
asset, and in housing opportunity on the campus plan, what buildings ilar model in deternlining the needs
within the foreseeable future," said can be renovated, and what current of an FSI LG house. The potential
Stephen Immerman, senior associate buildings need to be renovated," he housing location has not yet been
dean of student life. said.

"The whole thing about ... Other factors include housing

Residents of Edgerton House
discussed construction. noise issues
with representatives of Novartis, a
company renovating the former
Necco factory adjacentto the grad-
uate residence, on Monday.

Studentsliave complained
about excessive noise, the harshest
noise being in the early morning,
lasting for about half an hour, after
which there are often seve,raJ
hours of relative silence, said
David D. Diel G, Edgerton House

, president. .
Diet said that he has received

about one hundred e-mail com-
plaints from residents. Edgerton
residents have been complaining
about problems resulting from the
neighboring construction site since
March of this year. There are cur- PETER R. RUSSO-TIlE TECH

A construction fence and caution tape blocks the sidewalk opposite Edgerton House. Edgerton resl-
Edgerton, Page 20 dents are upset over noise and dust created at the work sites on Albany and Cross streets.

Af/erDKE,
IFCJudcomm
Scrutinized
By Waseem S. Daher
STIFF Rh'/'()Rn'R

Disciplinary actions taken
against the Delta Kappa Epsilon fra-
ternity have spurred a new interest

among

A I · MIT frater-na JJS~S nities in the
workings

and rules of the Interfraternity
Council.

On Oct. 15, DKE was suspended
by the IFC Judicial Committee for
one year after having an unregis-
tered party on Aug. 23.

Newly-elected IFC President
Daniel H. Daneshvar '05 has said
that he is interested in pursuing a
comprehensive review of IFC laws
and policies, including the Jud-

IFC, Page 16
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Bush, Blair Remain Steadfast
In Fight ~~"Th!!orjn .Iraq,

,

1WoTruck-Bombs Explode,
Wreck British Sites inTurkey

9/11 Commission Subpoenas
New York City Records

THE NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON

The federal commission investigating the Sept. II terror attacks
announced on Thursday that it had issued a subpoena to New York
City for a variety of police tapes and other material related to the
attacks. The panel said the city's refusal to hand over the material had
"significantly impeded the commission's investigation."

The 10-member commission said the subpoena required the city
to turn over tapes and transcripts of emergency 911 calls made that
day, as well as transcripts of hundreds of interviews of firefighters
that were conducted after the terrorist attacks.

Aides to Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg said he intended to chal-
lenge the subpoena, raising the prospect of a lengthy court battle with
the independent commission.

A statement issued by City Hall said that the mayor was "dis-
mayed" by the subpoena and that the city had offered to share materi-
al with the commission after it was edited to remove the "intensely
emotional statements of people who lost their lives or whose lives
were in jeopardy" on Sept. II.

The subpoena was the third issued by the commission, known for-
mally as the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the
United States.

Benefits Added to Medicare Bill
As Democrats Cry Foul

TilE NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON

House and Senate negotiators finished work on a far-reaching
overhaul of Medicare on Thursday, expanding benefits to build sup-
port for the legislation to the very end. Democrats shut out of the
negotiations denounced the process as illegitimate and said the mea-
sure would leave millions of elderly people worse off.

The measure, tentatively scheduled for a vote on the House
floor on Friday, offers outpatient drug coverage for the first time to
40 million elderly and disabled people. The Senate is expected to
begin debate on Saturday, and Republican strategists in both cham-
bers said they were optimistic that the huge bill would be passed
soon.

After negotiators discovered this week that they had money to
spare, $5 billion over 10 years, they acted Thursday to make the drug
benefit slightly more generous. The deductible to be paid by a benefi-
ciary, originally $275 a year, was reduced to $250. The negotiators
decided weeks ago that Medicare would cover 75 percent of drug
costs up to $2,200 a year. At the last minute, they decided to raise
that figure to $2,250.

Republicans and two Democrats involved in the negotiations
hailed completion of the bill as a major achievement that would fulfill
their promise to update Medicare, add drug benefits and motivate
elderly people to enroll in private health plans.

Jackson Turns Himself In
On Child Molesting Charges

Till-: NEW YORK TIMES

SANTA BARBARA. CALIF.

Michael Jackson, with his hands cuffed behind his back, was led
into the county jail here Thursday afternoon and booked on charges
of molesting a child, beginning what promises to be a huge legal
spectacle.

As Jackson was being photographed and fingerprinted inside the
Inmate Reception Center at the Santa Barbara County Jail, his
lawyer, Mark Geragos, stepped before a small forest of microphones
and called the charges against the entertainer "a big lie."

By Craig S. Smith
THE NEW YORK TIMES

ISTANBUL. TURKEY

Two truck-bomb explosions
wrecked the British consulate and a
British bank here on Thursday,
killing at least 27 people and injur-
ing 450 in an attack that coincided
with President Bush's state visit to
London.

As Bush and Prime Minister
Tony Blair prepared for a joint dec-
laration of anti-terrorist resolve, the
I8-story Istanbul headquarters of
HSBC bank, and minutes later the
British consulate were blown apart
by bombs that witnesses said were
contained in pickup trucks driven up
to the buildings.

The British consul general, Roger
Short, a 58-year-old career diplomat,
was among those killed instantly.
Distraught people, screaming for
help with blood streaming from their
injuries, ran through the busy streets
that surround both the bank and the
consulate. Rescue workers dug into
rubble searching for the dead and
injured, and guided others from the
carnage via second-story windows or
wrecked storefronts.

Foreign Secretary Jack Straw of
Britain said that the bombings, which
occurred just minutes apart, bore "all

By Warren Hoge
THE NEW YORK TIMES

LONDON

A grim President Bush and
Prime Minister Tony Blair pledged
defiantly on Thursday to continue
the fight to combat terror and stabi-
lize Iraq, only hours after Bush's
historic state visit to Britain was
jarred by two coordinated truck
bomb attacks on British targets in
Turkey.

The blasts in Istanbul hit the
British consulate and the offices of
the London-based bank HSBC,
killing at least 27 people and injur-
ing 450. They cast a deep pall on a
day that London itself was placed on
high security alert, as Bush's heavily
armored limousine moved eerily
through largely deserted streets.

the hallmarks of international terror-
ism practiced by al-Qaida."

An anonymous caller to the Ana-
tolian news agency claimed Thurs-
day's attack was a joint effort of al-
Qaida and a Turkish group, the
Islamic Front of the Raiders of the
Great Orient, or IBDA-C, the
agency reported. The same group
also claimed responsibility for the
twin bombings of two Istanbul syn-
agogues on Saturday, in which 24
people were killed.

American officials said they do
not see evidence of coordination
between attacks in Iraq and the ter-
rorist bombings in Turkey, a long-
time NATO member and American
ally whose government nonetheless
refused after long hesitation last
spring to allow U.S. troops to pass
through Turkish territory to invade
northern Iraq.

Most Turks also opposed the war
itself. But this week's attacks suggest
that terrorists want to punish any
country, and particularly Muslim
nations, allied with the United States.
As Bush noted in a speech in London
on Wednesday, Islamic states allied
with the West have become terrorist
targets many times in recent months
- in Bali and Jakarta in Indonesia,
the world's most populous Muslim

The attacks in.Turkey.~foIlo\v.-;
ing the bombings Saturday of two
synagogues in Istanbul that left 23
dead - seemed to impart to the two
leaders an even greater determina-
tion to wage war against interna-
tional terrorists. "Once again, we
must affirm that in the face of this
terrorism, there must be no holding
back, no compromise, no hesitation
in confronting this menace, in
attacking it wherever and whenever
we can, and in defeating it utterly,"
an angered Blair said in the opening
moments of a joint news conference
with Bush.

"Today, the fanatics of terror
showed themselves to be callous,
brutal murderers of the innocent,"
he said, adding a promise to "meet
their will to inflict terror with a

country, in Saudi Arabia, in Moroc-
co, and in occupied Iraq itself.

Since the war in Iiaq this spring,
one fear of neighboring governments
had been that instability and violence
would spread outward from Iraq
itself. In recent days, attacks both in
Iraq and neighboring countries have
seemed to gain in gruesome intensity.

Seventeen people died in the
Saudi capital, Riyadh, when a bomb
ripped through a housing compound
on Nov. 9. Now, two carefully tar-
geted twin bombings in less than a
week have struck at both Turkey's
close ties with the West and with
Israel, and the centuries-long coex-
istence of Jews and Muslims in a
proudly secular Islamic state.

In the United States, Attorney
General John Ashcroft said on
Thursday that this week's bombings
were very much in the mode of al-
Qaida. "We should make no mistake
in thinking that terrorism is some-
how abating," he said. "Terrorism is
still a very serious threat."

While Turkey has long suffered
terrorist attacks, largely because of
its long war with Kurdish sepa-
ratists, the country has not seen any-
thing like this week's bombings in
its 80-year history as a secular Mus-
lim state.

greater _wiJI.to defeat it. J,.o. confront
their philosophy .of hate with,our
own tolerance and freedom."

Bush speaking with equal deter-
mination, if not the same eloquence,
said that the terrorists "want to
intimidate and demoralize free
nations. They are not going to suc-
ceed."

Both men- sought to tie the
bombings to the battle in Iraq.
"What this latest terrorist outrage
has shown us is this is a war," Blair
said. He added, "Its main battle-
ground is Iraq."

Bush also centered his response
on Iraq, saying: "Our mission in
Iraq is noble and it is necessary. No
act of thugs or killers will change
our resolve or alter their fate. We
will finish the job we have begun."
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A Tranquil Weekend
By J.R. Moskaltls

Extended Forecast
Today: Mostly cloudy and breezy. High 54°F (l2°C).
Tonight: Clearing. Low 40°F (4°C).
Saturday: Mostly sunny. High 54°F (l2°C).
Sunday: Mild and dry. High 57°F (l4°C).
Monday: Warm and windy, with increasing clouds. High 60°F (16°C) .

After the pesky storm system that has dominated our weather recently
grudgingly moves out to sea today, high pressure will settle in to provide
rather pleasant weather for the weekend. Expect dry and mild conditions to
persist through Monday, with about as much sun as our 9.5 hour long days
can provide.

While we enjoy such tranquility, the same cannot be said for the central
part of the country. There, a potent storm will bring the first major snowfall
of the season to the central Great Plains and upper Midwest. Over six inches
(15 cm) of snow could fall in that region over the weekend. Meanwhile, a
cold front associated with the same system will sweep across the South,
spawning severe thunderstorms. Fortunately for us, by the time this storm
system passes through New England on Tuesday, it will only have enough
punch left to cause a few rain showers.



Meteor Linked to Global Extinction
- ... - - ..-

Eons Before 'Death of Last Dinosaurs

Lawmak~rs ~trUgg1e"With--Next
Move on Issue of Gay Marriage

TlfE NEW YORK TIMHS
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In Sniper Trial, Ex-WIfe
Testifies to Rage, Threats

-. - ...-

Computer Chip of the Future
May Be Built on DNA

VIRGINIA BEACH. VA.

TilE NEW YORK TIMES

The recipe for a computer chip of the future may read something
like this: Take some wires. Add DNA. Stir.

In an advance that may provide a practical method for making
molecular-size circuits - the smallest possible - scientists in Israel
used strands of DNA, the computer code of life, to create tiny tran-
sistors that could literally build themselves.

"What we've done is to bring biology to self-assemble an elec-
tronic device in a test tube," said Dr. Erez Braun, a professor of
physics at the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology in Haifa,
Israel, and a senior author of a paper describing the research in Fri-
day's issue of the journal Science.

Scientists have in the past few years accomplished feats of the
incredibly small, constructing devices not much larger than individ-
ual molecules, but they also realize that their current painstaking
techniques are too slow and inefficient. "In order to construct a cir-
cuit, you need to invent ways to tell molecules wh~re to go and how
to connect to each other," Braun said.

To that end, many scientists have turned to the biologically
inspired notion of self-assembly: using molecules like DNA and pro-
teins that can automatically link together in the correct configura-
tion.

"It's all of the dynamics on that scale rather than just making
small stuff," said Dr. Horst Stormer, a professor of physics at
Columbia University. Stormer, who was not involved in the new
research, described the work as a "good first step" toward self-
assembling electronic devices.

The Technion-Israel scientists constructed transistors from car-
bon nanotubes, cylindrical molt~cules that are about one 10-millionth
of an inch in diameter and resemble .rolled-up chicken wire. Other
researchers have made similar transistors: \vhich offer a promising
potential to replace silicon when current technology reaches funda-
mental limits in about a decade, but a challenge remains how to
guide nanotubes to specific locations. In the earliest work, the nan-
otubes were placed randomly; by chance, some made the correct
electrical connections.

Since then, researchers have looked for a more practical way of
wiring together the billions of transistors that would be needed for a
computer chip. Scientists at Duke University reported in August that
they coated DNA with silver to produce ultrathin wires. The Israeli
group is the first to use DNA to build a working electronic device.

"It's a very interesting demonstration of a completely new con-
cept of assembling devices," said Dr. Cees Dekker, a professor of
physics at the Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands,
whose research group made the first nanotube transistor in 1998.

The new technique takes advantage of a biological process
known as recombination, where a segment of DNA is swapped out
for an almost identical piece. The cell uses recombination to repair
damaged DNA and to swap genes. A special protein helps connect
the replacement DNA to the desired location.

By attaching a nanotube to the protein, the nanotube moves to an
exact location along the' DNA strand. "The DNA serves as a scaf-
fold, a template that will determine where the carbon nanotubes will
sit," Braun said. "That's the beauty of using biology."

The scientists then coated the DNA with gold, producing a sim-
ple electronic device consisting of the nanotube connected to gold
wires at each end. Current through the nanotube could be switched
on or off by applying an electric field - the definition of a transis-
tor.

In earlier work, the same researchers showed that they could
stretch DNA across a surface to provide a template to hook the tran-
sistors together into a circuit. The next step would be to actually
build the circuit, Braun said.

Other groups are looking at alternative ways of building molecu-
lar circuits. Dekker's group now lays catalyst that will grow nan-
otubes at desired places. Dekker is also exploring use of DNA,
although using a different approach: DNA molecules attached at the
end of nanotubes that would act like "smart glue." Each strand
would be able to attach to only one other one. "It's programmable
Velcro," Dekker said.

There was a time, Mildred Muhammad recalled on Wednesday,
when life with her former husband John seemed nonnal, even happy.
They had three young children, a thriving auto repair business in
Tacoma, Wash., and a reputation for caring for children from broken
homes.

But in 1999, their marriage fell apart, and so did John Allen
Muhammad, his fonner wife testified. By the end of that year, the
couple had separated, their business had closed and Muhammad had
threatened her life.

"You have become my enemy," he told her in early 2000, she said,
testifying for the prosecution before a jury that is weighing a death
sentence for her former husband. "And as my enemy, I will kill you."

In the monthlong trial of Muhammad, who was convicted on
Monday of directing the sniper attacks in the Washington area last
fall, there has been little testimony to answer the inescapable ques-
tion: Why?

The jury got perhaps its clearest indication on Wednesday, as Mil-
dred Muhammad described her former husband's long odyssey from
devoted parent and hard-working business owner to the central figure
in 10 cold-blooded killings.

The jury of seven women and five men must now decide whether
to sentence Muhammad to death or life in prison without parole for
the killing of Dean H. Meyers last October. Deliberations are expect-
ed to begin on Thursday.

The prosecution has argued that the principal motive for the
killing spree was money, with Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo,
accused of being his co-conspirator, demanding $10 million from the
government to stop the shootings. Malvo, 18, is on trial in adjacent
Chesapeake on capital murder charges in a separate killing. The
prosecution is expected to rest its case on Thursday.

WORLD & NATION

versity of Rochester and lead author
of the Science paper. That, he said,
is "the most reasonable interpreta-
tion."

Luann Becker of the University
of California at Santa Barbara and
Robert J. Poreda of Rochester, who
reported the buckyball evidence in
2001, are also authors of the new
Science paper.

"I think this evidence bodes well
for the impact theory," Becker said
in an e-mail message.

The same researchers will report
at a American Geological Union
meeting next week in San Francisco
that they have also found tiny metal
spheres they believe were part of the
Earth's crust and melted by the
impact.

Others are not yet convinced.
Eldridge Moores, an emeritus pro-
fessor of geology at the University
of California at Davis, described the
meteorite fragments as "the most
interesting evidence for a meteorite
event at this boundary that I've seen
so far."

have enabled a growing group of crime lab's latent print operation.
law enforcement agencies across the Although statistics on palm data
country - about 30 so far, based on are. hard to come by, the law
information provided by companies enforcement agencies that have
that sell the systems - to build begun using palm databases have
their own palm databases. The Los reported good results, said Steven
Angeles metropolitan .area bega~ Nash, the board chairman of the
using one last month. Miami, Palm International Association for Identi-
Beach, Philadelphia and Indianapo- fication, adding that many detec-
lis have all created databases th~s tives have run prints from older
y~ar. And Harris~County,-i...Texas, .....cases. "They are getting hits on pre-
which includes Houston, has its oWn" viously unknown 'and unused latent
dataoase in the works. palm prints that are just .lying
,.. 'There H.-asyet no mltional repos..: around doing nothing," he said.
itory for palm prints, but the Federal With only 16,000 palms in its
Bureau of Investigation is currently database so far, Indianapolis has
assessing three systems, including come up with a match in 15 percent
one by Sagem Morpho, the biomet- of its searches, according to statis-
rics company based in Tacoma, tics provided by Identix, the compa-
Wash., that designed New York's ny that created the system. That is
'database and scanners. not as high as the 3 I-percent suc-

Police departments have long cess rate in the city's fingerprint
taken palm prints with ink, either database, which has more than
routinely or on a case-by-case basis. 300,000 records.
But computerized databases are As the number of palm records
expected to exponentially increase increases, agencies expect hit rates
the number of matches, just as they to rise dramatically. Investigators
did with fingerprints. Since 1999, are hopeful that the palm technolo-
when the FBI computerized its fin- gy will help solve more property
gerprint database, its crime lab has crimes, many of which depend on
found matches for about 1,200 fingerprints for resolution. Property
crime scene prints - more than five crimes nationally are solved at a
times thenumbei found in 15 years much lower rate than violent crimes
of laborious manual matching, said - 16.5 percent compared with 46.8
Stephen Meagher, the head of the percent, according to FBI statistics.

extinction is giant volcanic erup-
tions in Siberia, which might have
induced catastrophic ecological
changes.

Writing in today's issue of the
journal SCience, the researchers
report that they found the meteorite
fragments in rocks in Antarctica that
date to the Permian-Triassic bound-
ary. The mineral composition of the
fragments, each less than one-
500,000th of an inch wide, corre-
spond to that of certain meteorites
and is like nothing found naturally
on/earth, they reported.

In 'addition, the scientists said,
the same rocks had previously
yielded soccer-ball-shaped mole-
cules known as buckyballs contain-
ing extraterrestrial gases as well as
grains of quartz with fractures that
indicate they had been hit with a
tremendous shock.

"Clearly, this evidence points
toward a major impact at the Permi-

• an-Triassic boundary," said Asish
R. Basu, a professor of earth and
environmental sciences at the Uni-
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By Pam Belluck
THE NEW YORK TIMES

that people would come to realize throw up their hands and say they
gay marriage was not a threat to would neither enact changes to
anyone and that they had no inten- institute gay marriage nor try to find

The Massachusetts legislature' tion of flooding with litigation those ways around the ruling.
was awash in turmoil and indecision states that do not accept it. "The preliminary legal analysis
Wednesday as lawmakers struggled "My perspective about what we suggests" that legislative action may
to come to terms with the meaning need to be doing is to tell people be "unwarranted," said the state
of the court ruling that legalized gay why this decision is a good thing, Senate president, Robert E.
marriage in the state. how it's going to take nothing away Travaglini, a Democrat who favors

The ruling, issued Tuesday by from anyone else," said Mary civil union but not gay marriage.
the Supreme Judicial Court, the Bonauto, a lawyer for Gay and Les- In the absence of any legislative
state's highest judicial body, gave bian Advocates and Defenders who change, legal experts said, same-sex
the Legislature 180 days to con- successfully argued the court case couples would still be able to marry
form. But it left.to the 200 lawmak- on behalf of seven same-sex couples six months from now, while law-
ers,the choice of what steps to take, seeking Massachusetts marriage makers, having avoided taking a
if.any, to allow gays to obtain mar- licenses. position, could assert that the court,
nage licenses. Wednesday was the last day of though deferring to them for a six-

"Evefything has changed today," the legislative session - the law- month period, had nonetheless tied
said state Sen. Steven A. Baddour, a makers do not formally reconvene their hands. "They could say, 'I'm
De~ocrat who is vice chairman of until Jan. 7 - and the Statehouse personally opposed to it, but what
the Senate Judiciary Committee and was buzzing. can I do?'" said Lou DiNatale, a
a proponent of civil'unions, not "In my seven years in the Legis- political analyst at the Boston cam-
marriage, for gays.' lature, this has been the most diffi- pus of the University of Massachu-

Conservative groups opposed to cult issue I've had in front of me," setts.
same-sex marriage deluged Massa- said state Rep. Gene L. O'Flaherty, Some officials, including Gov.
chusetts legislators with.e-mail mes-aDemocratwhoischairmanoftheMittRomney.aRepublican.tried to
sages. J. I. I ....'1..,. I House Judiciary Committee and gather steam for a constitutional

Proponents of,the_deci~ion were supports civil unions. _ J' ,. amendment to prohibit gay,mar-
busy :trying ,to calm..fears: saying .,;Some .legislators se'eme'd to riage. I'

Police-:'ffi-New- York, -Los Angeles,
Miami Begin to Use Palm Prints
By Shaila K. Dewan
THE NEW YORK TIMES

For more than a century, the fin-
gerprint has been a cornerstone of
crime scene evidence. But finger-
prints are only a tiny part of the
story. Al~ of a. person's "friction
ridged skin" is distinctively pat-
terned: soles, palms and even the
so-called writer's palm, which usu-
~Vy rests on.the paper.as'one is writ-
mg.
w_ Surveys of law. enforcemen.t
agencies irtdic1lte'cthat. at ;least'3 0
percent of the prints 'lifted from
crime scenes - from knife hilts,
gun grips, steering wheels and win-
dow panes - are of palms, not fin-
gers.

That is why in April, the New
York Police Department began hav-
ing prisoners place their whole
hands, not just their fingertips, on
the glass platens of the scanners
when their prints are taken. Begin-
ning next month, the department
will be able to do computerized
matches of the 100,000 palm prints
it has already collected. Soon, it will
be one of the largest ,databases of its
kind, and it will continue tOlgrow.

',The cost of image storage and
computerized'matching:.equipnient
once limited database entries to fin-
gertips. But technological advances

By Kenneth Chang
TilE NEW YORK TIMES

About three dozen microscopic
shards of rock unearthed in Antarc-
tica may be the fragments of a mete-
or that killed most of life on earth
250 million years ago, scientists are
reporting Friday.

The shards bolster theories that
meteors caused several of the mass
extinctions in earth's history when
large numbers of species died out
almost simultaneously. Most scien-
tists agree that the most recent
major mass. extinction 65 million
:years ago, which killed off the
dinosaurs, was caused when a mete-
or struck the earth near the Yucatan
Peninsula of Mexico.

The extinction 250 million years
ago, known as the Permian-Triassic
boundary, was the largest extinction
of all. More than 90 percent of
species living in the oceans and 70
percent of those on land disap-
peared.

At present, the primary suspect-
ed cause for the Permian-Triassic

•
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"Governor Schwarzenegger fixes California's problems ......take 3,2161" •
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Erratum
A photo accompanying the Festival Jazz

Ensemble review misidentified the musi-
cian, song, instrument; and writer. Alex M.'
Mekelburg '04 was shown 'playing Miles'
Davis's ''Nardis'' on a tenor saxophone.

. <;ristie, C~~les C4~les
(Editor's note:'At time ofdeadline;'}3

c.oPies of this letter were received, signed by .'
..various members 'of the MIT.community .
declaring t~eir agr,eement.)

think of no good reason. that a phot~. of a .
mostly naked woman - especially one with
such blatant sexual content - should be
allowed to run in a school newspaper. By pub-
lishing this ad, The Tech is contributing.to the
misconception that it is okay:to view women.
only through a sexual lens ...

I recognize that many ads misuse sexuality
and images of.wornen's bodies to. sell prod-
ucts (which is a problem in and of itself), but
this ad takes this problem to an unacceptable
level of demoralization. I expect The Tech to
act in its role as a service to the MIT cornrnu-.
nity and be more responsible in accepting ads.
Please remov'e this ad and any others like it
from your publication.

Letters TOThe.:Editor
Offensive Advertising.

To the Editor:
I was deeply disappointed yesterday

[Tuesday, Nov. 18, p. 10] to find that The
Tech allowed an ad to run that was blatantly
degrading to women and, I think, damaging to
the MIT community. The large ad for Virgin
Mobile showed a photo of the lower half of a
naked woman holding a small cell phone box
that barely covered her private area. The ad
read UA gift from somewhere near the heart."

Not only is this ad in bad taste, but the
message it sends is harmful - that it is okay
to view and treat women like objects or prod-
ucts to be consumed, like a cell phone). I can
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After the
Cold War
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Basil Enwegbara

Consumed by the moral distaste for the con-
sequences of overstretched human selfish
instincts inherent in the capitalistic system, Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels did not hesitate to
craft the Communist Manifesto in 1848 as a bet-
ter alternative to capitalism and the dangers it
posed to humankind. For Charles Dickens, the
misery and dislocation of modern London
between 1835 and 1870 as a result of capitalism
was a struggle not just between two ideas, but
between two parts of human nature itself: on the
one side, man's inherently competitive, self-
acquisitive instincts, and on the other his frequent
intellectual or moral distaste for the consequences
of extreme human selfishness.

By 1917, the struggle against capitalism had
taken on a systemic, ideological, geopolitical fla-
vor, with the Bolshevik revolution overturning
the provisional government in Russia as the
world's first communist government came into
being. From then until 1991, the fiercest battle
was declared between capitalism and commu-
nism. This battle for supremacy was not only to
prove which system offered a superior way to
organize an economy and a country, but also
which has superior insight into the true nature of
human instincts and motivation.

Notwithstanding capitalism's inherent unpop-
ularity because of its widespread weaknesses,
such as a history of instability and a desire to cre-
ate inequality between those who succeed and
those who fail, it was able to defeat its archrival
- communism. Capitalism not only survived,
but also thrived and received admiration around
the world as the best hope for hwnanity. But that
was not without undergoing drastic transforma-
tion that gave capitalism a hwnan face through-
out the 20th century. Capitalism stood to defeat
the encroachment of communism because it
moved away trom the raw state of the survival-
of-the-fittest to becoming a social welfare sys-
tem; that is, a system that looked after people
when capitalism failed. It did so convincingly;
not only did it offer all the social safety nets that
communism was preaching, but it also did so
w)thout depying citi~ens their 'cherished free-
doms. So everyone in the West strongly stood up
against communism anywhere it could be fOlUld,
culminating into the collapse of the Soviet Union,
and the dismantling of communism.

But with this defeat of communism and the
collapse of the Soviet Union came the disap-
pearance of all the social programs that once
held under check the capitalism of Bismarck,
Churchill, and Roosevelt. Gradually, the human
face of capitalism is being replaced with the old
and more frightening capitalistic principles of
the 19th century.

Today, with the resurgence of corporate
greed and corruption, capitalism once again is
an exploitative system searching for where the
cheapest labor and freest market can be found
without any foml of social and governmental
oblrgatio~s. These"so-called global corporations

. M'w'seek"safe"havens in countries like China,
'Jp4iii:f a~dIIMe'~rcd.-'w.hkij:hav'e~'~lt, sorts of
',~ea~'Jp~i (ci~fslrnply,' t"o.' l~tr~.ic(;mp'a'nies -
where, they ,~ss~ntiallx:~1~xe:!.l0:~esponsi'bilitYor
social co~tracts. I :'.' • I • 'II :

The accompany.~llgAanger, therefore, leads
to the obvious questions: Without paying a liv-
ing wage to these poor workers, how can devel-
oping countries be, able;ti~"'build'a middle-class
econoIllY, critical to long-tenn economic growth
and improving the domestic market? Where will
the governments of these "taxless" economies
find the revenues to build the infrastructure and
social programs necessary to keep their countries
continuously attractive? If governments and citi-
zens do not get their fair share from exploitative
corporations, what incentives will they have to
defend and protect the current capitalist global-
ization?

Answering these questions will lead us to
agree with Professor Lester Thurow, one of the
world's leading economists. As he clearly stat-
ed in his recent book, Fortune Favors the Bold,
he writes that capitalist globalization needs to
undergo drastic overhauling just like capitalism
did in the 20th century. That includes curtailing
the growing excesses of global corporations,
preventing them from becoming more powerful
than nation states. It also includes redefining
the economic goals of nations, with respect to
both citizens and corporations alike. Without
treating this cancer, the consequences are cer-
tain; the shrinking of the middle-class in devel-
oped economies like the United States and
Europe, and the inability of people in develop-
ing economies to have enough money in their
pockets will trigger a global protest and the rise
of new communist movements in those coun-
tries left to bear the burden of capitalist global-
ization.

restricted to nine weeks?
Even if a woman has decided to get an

abortion, the practicality of that decision is
severely limited outside the urban setting. I
am most familiar with Georgia statistics, so
I'll use these numbers as examples. The
state of Georgia has a population of over 8
million people, covers 57,900 square miles,
and has 20 abortion clinics among a few
urban centers. To say that rural women are
inconvenienced by this is an understatement;
many women, those without access to trans-
portation, literally cannot get an abortion
within their first trimester, forcing them to
one of the handful of clinics in Atlanta
offering second and third trimester abor-
tions. The severity of this problem launched
the Georgia Volunteer Driver Network,
which does exactly what the name says -
volunteer drivers pick up women, drive them
to clinics, and bring them home after the
procedure.

I have my subjective feelings towards
abortion just like everyone else, but when the
partial birth abortion ban issue came up, it
sounded pretty reasonable. Aside from the
pro-life and pro-choice booths that I passed on
my way to class, the ban passed without many
even noticing it. My feelings have changed
greatly since deciphering the name of the ban.

It's unfortunate that in a clash of ethics,
the "moral" side of the abortion debate is not
presenting itself as such.

full power of our state's constitution. It
declared, "that exclusion [of same-sex mar-
riage] is incompatible with the constitutional
principles of respect for individual autono-
my and equality under the law." I for one
agree with the idea that every person is cre-
ated equal. The Court also stated, "The
Massachusetts Constitution affirms the dig-
nity and equality of all individuals. It forbids
the creation of second-class citizens." They
knew how much power their words had
when they were writing.:up their decision. It
is a-very bold statement, but it holds nothing
save the truth. !

...."G • I .m.'overjoyed~to find that I live in such a
bro~d~~i;;ded Com~on~ealth. Although a
heterosexual myself, I am greatly excited for
the whole gay community. I know that this
will be a difficult idea to spread. Our gover-
nor, Mitt Romney, has already stated his firm
opposition, with the "3,000 years of recorded
history" on his side. Attention Mr. Romney!
Human slavery was around just as long. The
length of time does not makes your argument
any more valid.

No matter what happens next, we should
all be glad that the first step towards equality
of sexual orientation has been taken, and the
final goal no longer seems so far away.

Holly Laird is a member oj the class oj
2007.
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the fact that the baby is partially born, is in the
process of being delivered ... Here is this
child, who is literally inches away from being
born, who would otherwise be born alive."
Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist, the only
doctor in the Senate, later concluded the
debate by describing the procedure as
"destroying the body of a mature unborn
child." President Bush stated in this year's
State of the Union address that ban would
"protect infants at the very hour of their
birth."

Six months is a bit more than "inches
away from being born." Granted, time has no
inherit unit of measuring distance, but Sena-
tor Santorum's statement was nonetheless
misleading. The statements by Majority
Leader Frist and President Bush were a bit off
as well.

The most vocal statements against the pro-
cedure rest" on the timing of the procedure,
tugging on the heartstrings of Americans and
the common name of the procedure. How late
is too late?

It has been argued that a woman must
surely know she is pregnant within the first
trimester, and should be able to make the
decision within that frame of time. Although
the pro-life camp may cast a woman receiving
an abortion as callous, some women actually
struggle with the decision to abort. Some cou-
ples wait years to decide to have a child, but
the decision to not have a child must be

SA TWIKSAI SESIIASAI- TIlE TECH

Satw~ksC}t~esha.saiof the editoria~ board.
uate student housing (specifically, the Ware-
house). He also served on the editorial board
previously, when he was chairman.

Flaming
on your
mind?

I.

•• l

Ruth Miller

Editboard ad~s Satwik ~..'~. ,
-!~.. ;,-~' .,4> ,,.. -..v0 ... ,... ... ).. r. "'r r~""~ , • ~ ",..., I

~,1t ~h~s P~,~l.~af~r~ay~ime}t~ng o(!he. I

'Fech2-.s-11lana-gmg' boar<l, ~emor Edltof;."
Satwik'sai Sc'sh"asai G was' elected to, The

! T.ec.h?~~gitopal ~Q,a~d.. "
';' ',I .welcome 'more attention to the editorial
.,board, since .I've, been particularly critical of '
I them ..This change also gives them an odd
number, of members, which may help them
to achieve a majoritY.

A former arts editor and night editor of
, The. Tech, Satwik has also been chairman;
. he was a co-author of Satwik & Frank's

Journal, which ran once amongst The
Tech's ,comics in 1999 (not to be confused

':I.witQ'.F,:(m~ and Satwik:s Journal). He
I. gr:.~p.H,,~e.<l~Q .~OOf,a!?-.9is now ~orking for
1.1 !)3¥;);lr ,r.t;!U~n.~)qrM~T. ~his It~t;1l!~s a

graduate student in Technolog'y, Manage-
ment, and Policy, while still working for
IBM.

Satwik hopes to~bring a graduate stu-

As any well-informed person will tell
you about the partial birth abortion ban, the
definition. is everything. "Well-informed" is
the operative word in that statement. Unfor-
tunately, in college it's difficult to stay cur-
rent on national events, let alone separate
the propaganda from the actual news. Throw
on top of that the saturation of the news
market by headlines such as "X Number of
GIs Killed in Iraq" and "Jessica Simpson
Confused About Y," and it becomes under-
standable that the partial birth abortion ban
passed almost unnoticed by the general pub-
lic. If it weren't for the pro-life and pro-
choice posters and booths, I probably
wouldn't have noticed until I went home
over Thanksgiving and read the pile of mag-
azines that have been collecting on my desk
since August.

Honesty compels me to admit that when I
did hear about the ban, it didn't seem very
important. I wasn't too clear on what consti-
tuted "partial birth," so I asked around. The
general opinion was that partial birth abor-
tions occur very late into the pregnancy - so
late as to be considered immoral even by most
pro-choice standards.

This seems reasonable. The bill's sponsor,
Senator Rick Santorum, opened the debate by
saying, "The term 'partia~ birth' comes from

C-ariWe Separate Church and State?

What's ina Name?

desire to not enforce our religion too firmly,
Holly Laird and we were generally a group very tolerant

to differences.
. Praise the Lord, same-sex marriage is Based on these beliefs, I have always

finally allowed! In an 'historic decision on abhorred limitations to the human rights of
Tuesday, the Massachusetts'Supreme Court any group of people on the basic of racial,
voted 4-3 to Il?galize.-civil marriage between religious, gender, or sexual-orientation dis-
same-sex couples, becoming the first Supreme tinctions. Some people might call me a "bad
Court.in the United States to do'so. Vermont Christian" for thinking so, but if their idea of
already has laws for same-sex "civil unions," being a good Christian means denying minori-
and California, Alaska, and Washington D~C. ties their rights to be' equal human beings, I
have official registries for same-sex co~ples. will denounce their view of Christianity.

I was ecstatic when I he~rd .t!:tenews ....It is.', Even allowing for differences of religious
morally wrong to deny gay couples thels,right .beliefs, I honestly feel that this is a'perfectly
to marry. I have heard opponents,fo~y.mar- -!Secular issue_Religious:cgrolips 'are free to
riage cite religious beli~fsjas:1~~:Oit ~t~tol!I ..aeny their Ei'ei=gysame-sex marriage under
legalize it, b~!. whe~~tl1~~!h"g(forth/tH~r- G?Cl, AI1ali;Oi\.whatever deity. they worship,
argument, I thmk to myself, "What has reh- But we have always heard the dIctum "separa-
gion to do with it?" tion of church and state," and I feet the fuI1

Maybe my religious background is the weight of its force here. Civil marriages are
source of my confusion. My family attended not designed to be witnessed by God. They
a local Episcopalian church every Sunday. are set up as a legal recognition of a couple's
Our congregation was made up of suburban, union, and so religious arguments should not
upper-middle class, white Pennsylvanians. I be considered as any kind of impediment to
have reason to assume that the majority of support of same-sex marriages. The Court rec-
the parishioners were as conservative as they ognized that, and cited a previous ruling with
come. But the'teachings that I took from the argument, "Our obligation ,is to define the
years and years of Sunday school were.' liberty of all, not set our own moral code."
deeply entrenched in'ideals of tolerance and (Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. vs.
acceptance. W~ .bi~ed female ministers, dis:, Casey, 199~)
couraged sending'missionaries out of a ", The Court secured its decision with the

L.__, _~, _-' ••. ..'._. ". , ..__ m _,

, ", '

I

;'.\,1\ \ '~\ \ Ifle\ Om~~d~l1J~n
~ ,~ ~ '-; ... "" --......AL. _.I ••...... _ ......""'.at- ' .... " -<I , ........ ~ ~ ......;~~Efi~uges~..,tii:;IJ£i;~;~eJ:i~;;,,'E{lFt;oii~FJf€jafa

1'\ \')\\\", \",'1',".'," ,-,';',y,J"'lil"'. "'\\' ,,' '''\:'''.''', : r"~ ':lL'(.r!'~ -. !~:":':: ':, ",,' :i:~:'.r./;, Editorials need more work ,",
,'" \I' ',,', .. ,',-'\.. :'P. " "'" ". ,", ,''1. ' '.: jd~nt's,p'~r~pectlve. to the ,edlto;nal board, As J. '

;,' . Johj1 A..)-fa}v,~j,i1~QQ:.:\ ,.:./ .lj l~n_~MEngstudent,., Qe.hCisliv~d in ~IT gra~- I still think the editorial board needs:to
work a lot hardeI:', though, and to ~o real
re~earch on, their ,editorials. On Tuesqay

" they published ."A Message for DKE <lnd the
IFC," in which. they asserted that "the IFe
should be commen,ded on following their
pre-determined procedure and sentencing
guidelines." Yet on the opposite page, "A
Message from DKE" by Tom Kilpatrick '04
and Mark Jury '04 wrote that the IFC failed
to follow Judcomm bylaws requiring audio
tapes of hearing, and thus compromised
their appeal.

The editorial board had access to the
DKE opinion piece as they were writing,
and their assertion seems curious in light of
the doubts cast. It turns out they really
meant to compliment the IFC on choosing
one of the four sanctions enumerated in
Article VII(D) of the Judcomm Bylaws, but
they should have paid more attention before
making such a sweeping :statement.

The Tech's Ombudsman welcomes your
Jeedback, to ombudsman@the-tech.mit.edu.
His opinions are his own.
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OPERA REVIEW

'Rigoletto' an Adventure in Italian Excess
Boston 4Jric Opera Production Marked by Impeccable Set, Stage ])irection But At Times Melodramatic

•

•

of Act I. Mysterious yellow candles and a sin-

gle white one wt:fe.s5"n1'e of'th@only.props
used. And then there was the end. It was
incredible. It was heart~stoppirtg.lT wasr.per-
fect. Almost. ' .. ~ ~ .--

After Gilda's comical slow-motion stab-
bing, she summoned all of her m~sical taleIJts
to produce a Lasso in cielotpat~was'on par
with the best recordings I've heard. Unfortu-
nately, she also summoned up her corny B-
movie impressions for a death that drew more
than one uncontrollable snort from the audi-
ence.

The cortizone had returned to the gallery
for the final scene - they were fortunate
enough to hear the lovely aria and see the
farce that accompanied it - and they.rounded
up the heavy night of'symbolism. With ,a
singly heavenly spotlight on him, Rigoletto
sang the clos'ing li~es of- the .p~ece with an
insane fervor that .l~fthitji fatigued. even
through the curtain call. These appropriate
overdramatics, detra'cting from the structured
splendor of the overall work, 'were reminis-
cent of the entire evening.

All in all, it was a pleasing, one-encore
performance. With an extra round of applause
for the stage.

RICHARD FELDMAN

Baritone Mark Rucker (Rigoletto) and soprano Dina Kuznetsova
(Gilda) sing to each other In the Boston Lyric Opera's,Rlgolett~.

is sung "Two things, at once - a room and
some wine"
became "Two
things, at once -
your sister and
some wine." (As a
side note, the
Duke was in tight
leather pants by
this time.)

Normal stage
directions were
tossed aside in Act
II so that Gilda
and the Duke
could pop out
from under a very
compromising pile
of cloth together.
The company
might as well have
left in the rape
scene that was
censored after the
first few perfor-
mances of Verdi's
work. The sex
served as comedic
diversion, not
satirical commen-
tary, in this case.

Dina Kuznetso-
va was more suit-
ed for Lucia's
mindless mental
problems than for
Gilda's blossom-
ing, innocent pas-
sion. I could bare-
ly watch her eyes
bulge out of her
kooky face during
the emotionally
charged parts. (I can't be too judgmental here,
however. If my father the jester locked me up
for life with my servant, I might get cabin
fever~ too.) Her lyric soprano voice worked
well for the young maiden that she played, but
her cagey interpretation of Gilda's naivete
was a cost for the character as a whole. Some-
times her voice was too innocent (weak and
breathy) to be heard over the pounding
orchestra or the overpowering voice of the
Duke.

Mark Rucker's Rigoletto was the only
believable principal part. Rucker truly stepped
into the role, despite his late addition to the
bill after the original singer of the title role
was called away. His interaction with Gilda
was natural, as you could see the origins of
her looney behavior were genetic.

I was duly impressed by the symbolism
and the representations that shone through the
acting of the principals in the staging and the
set design. They could n~t have been m'ore
Verdian. Somber lighting illuminated'the
walls and corresponded to the various settings
of the opera. Blue ripples dominated the final
scene, while angry red flames licked the walls
during Rigoletto's hateful solo in the middle

the friendly wave from the conductor, I was
still apprehensive about the scene to come.

It was the staging and the set design that
led the production. The scenery was incredi-
ble. The set designer, stage director, and light
designer outdid themselves in the most
poignant synthesis of visual symbols I've seen
onstage. The blocking of the principal parts
and the cast as a whole reflected each thematic
subtlety. A gallery surrounded the stage and
looked down upon a wooden platform. This
platform served as a metaphorical stage for
the action within the opera that the cast
observed. The gallery made for a splendid
two-level Bella figlia dell'amore.

Verdi wrote for the masses, and the BLO
catered to the same crowd. The bawdiness
onstage was almost unbearable, as, at certain
points, it seemed to distract from the breath-

taking music
being performed.
The Duke resem-
bled that sketchy
guy at a dance
club who grinds
every girl in sight
more than he'
resembled a 16th
century cavalier.
His "Ella mi fu
rapita," the piece
that could have
saved his sleazy
persona, was fal-
tering, and his
"Possente amor
mi chiama" was
completely
unconvincing.
Throughout Act
II, he seemed to
forget that he was
supposed to be a
greaseball.

I realize that
Verdi was criti-
cizing the heart-
less power trips
of his contempo-
rary rulers, but,
the story still
applies today.
The scene
between the Duke
and Maddalena
bordered on
pornography.
(I'm still not sure
how they can sing
so beautifully in
those positions.)
The daughter of
Monterone (who
also fell victim to

the Duke's overwhelming charms) was way
too young by any statutory laws we have
today or the Italians had way back when.

I felt like the BLO was trying to appeal to
modern viewers by pushing every possible
innuendo to excess. The line that, in my book,

By Jennifer DeBoer
SPORTS EDITOR

Rigoletto
By Giuseppe Verdi
Boston Lyric Opera
Shubert Theater
Nov. 5, 7, / /, /4, /8, 7:30 p.m.; Nov. 9, /9,3
p.m.

Raunchy. Horrifying. Lewd. Just right.
Not how one would normally describe
an opera performance. The Boston
Lyric Opera, however, performed

Verdi's Rigoletto with all of the crewd
aplomb with which it originally shocked its
audiences.

In this, the first piece of the "Italian Sea-
son," the BLO set loose the master himself in
his finest hour; this opera has some of the

RICHARD FELDMAN

Mezzo-soprano Beth Clayton (Maddalena) and tenor Gregory Turay
(The Duke of Mantua) look each other in the eye in the Boston Lyric
Opera's production of Rigoletto.
most immediately recognizable tunes, and it
follows all of the "rules" of the most typical
operatic form.

I nearly wrote off the entire performance
when the curtain opened during the overture
on a scene foreshadowing the ending. Despite

Dance Troupe: Bodies in Motion

(right) Dance Troupe veteran
Vanessa A. Nadal '04 shakes it
up in a provocative dance by
William F. Merrick '04

(left) Pallavl S. Mlshra '05,
Jiyun Han '05, and Vanessa A.
Nadal '04 (L to R) dance to
"Thola Tholng" by R. Kelly.

Photography by Jimmy Cheung
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Unfortunately for
children living in

some of the poorest iJJ .
countries in the world, , 15•.
it takes more than fading
marks on a wall.

ChiJdreach, one of ~-::)
the oldest and largest ~.~~~
child sponsorship 'b..@ .
organizations, ~! • •
measures growth by ~
the number of hospitals.
wells for clean water,
and self-help programs
we build in partnership
with the proud families
and communities
where our sponsored
children live.

So when you become
a Childreach sponsor 1r1"I.
and receive pictures ~
and letters that speak of
hope, you'll know that , -.
you have helped to make
a real difference in the 1r-
lives of a needy child,
family, and community
overseas.

How Do
You Measure
the Growth
of A Child?

r------~--------,I Yes! I want to know mOTe about Childreat,h.
I
I-
I
1-
ICIly
IS!ole ZIp

I
I - COde Phone VJ03

I -it Please send to:
c.hildre<i:h Childreach,155 Plan Way,

I ~ Warwick, Rl 02886-1099 IL .J

This space donated by The Tech

(Assuming your hair
is really blonde or red.)

Fair skin. light eyt's amI a tendency
to IHlm in the sun, also put you at a
Iliglwr risk. So. examine your sllin

regularly, [{you tim/ a~ything
unusual, set' your dermatologist.•In

Lo Fat Know Filt Grille and Cafe
222 Arsenal St., Watertown, MA
(617) 923-2234
Mon-Fri, 10 - 9: 30; Sat J 0 - 9; Sun, 11 - 9

By Brad Balliett

Boston Symphony Chamber Players
Jordan HaJJ
Nov. J 6, 3 p.m.

Dining out is practically taboo for those
who are very serious about watching
their weight. Most restaurants worry

, 'more about food presentation, por-
"tion's, and taste toan they worry about how
I many c'alories an'd1fat are in each plate.

, Often, food'that is prepared at an:~'stau-
'rant" contain's more calories and a ITll.lch
greater f~t content' than the same dish 'pre-
pared at home because most menus do not
account for the nutritional information of
each dish. Occasionally you will encounter a
restaurant that asterisks the healthy choice
on the menu, and most waiters should be
able to let you know which is the healthiest
item on the menu; however, this still is not
the norm.

With around 65 percent of Americans
classified as overweight, .there is obviously a
need for some healthy alternatives, Lo Fat
Know Fat Grille and Cafe is exactly what
the doctor ordered. Located just down the
road from the Arsenal Ma]] in Watertown,
Lo Fat Know Fat boasts of one of the health-

Boston Symphony GoesSmall-Time
Chamber Players Perform Schubert, Stravinsky, Rands at Jordan Hall

Students Promoting Health at Mil

certino for Oboe and Ensemble was never in the final drum tattoo, which heightened the
danger of lacking shape or direction: from the drama to an ecstatic level). Some may cry
very opening gesture, it was clear that solo mild treason. against Ramuz's original text,
oboist John Ferrillo was in charge. Boston but the adaptation was so effective and easy-
Modem Orchestra Project music director Gil to-follow that one imagines Stravinsky would
Rose was on the scene to keep everyone be pleased.
together, but he wisely limited his role to that The best parts of the performance. were
job, allowing the musicians shape the music the bits that highlighted the violin, like the
as they pleased. "Music to Scene I," the "Three Dances," and

It was refreshing to hear such a carefully the "Triumphal March of the Devil." Violin-
prepared performance of a recently composed ist Malcolm Lowe had no trouble projecting
piece; ensemble and intonation were near per- over the ensemble, and somehow managed to
fect throughout. This kind of care .in perfor- make everything in the beastly difficult and
mance made it very easy to follow and appre- awkward part look simple and natural.
ciate the piece, which is important when an Percussionist Timothy Genis played with
audience is hearing the piece for the first the same degree of intensity and focus that
time, as most patrons on Sunday probably characterizes his timpani playing with the
were. Ferrillo's command over every aspect symphony, providing an unerringly solid
of the instrument during the demanding backdrop in pieces like the "Royal March"
cadenzas was inspiring, and Ann Hobson and "Triumphal March." Bassist Edwin Bark-
Pilot produced a strikingly incisive sound on er also deserves praise for his rock-solid per-
the harp. fonnance of the difficult licks in the "Devil's

The main event of the program was the Dance."
second half, a rare complete performance of Unfortunately, the winds did not measure
Stravinsky's half-theater, half-concert piece up to their colleagues: besides the "Pastorale"
L 'Histoire du Soldat. The story of a soldier duet between clarinet and bassoon, which was
losing, regaining, and ultimately re-Iosing beautifully shaped, the playing was.generally
his soul (represented by the fiddle) to the sloppy and failed to match the level of atten-
devil is a familiar one, but Stravinsky's tion and precision that Lowe, Barker, and
interpolated musical numbers manage to Genis had created.
sound fresh and exciting no matter how The brass playing especially lacked the
familiar the listener is with this piece. Judith rhythmic intensity and sharpness of articula-
Cohen's English adaptation of Ramuz's tion so desperately needed to make Stravin-
original French text reduced the number of sky come to life. It would be forgivable if
speaking roles from three to one, which had this had been a performance put together
potential for confusion during the dialogue very quickly, but the impressively high level
scenes, but narrator Will LeBow's internal of ensemble playing suggested that this was
cast of characters made it constantly clear a well-rehearsed perfonnance that contained
who was speaking. some unfortunately careless playing. Fortu-

The adaptation solved many of the prob- nately, LeBow's dramatic reading coupled
lems of United States performances of the with Lowe's virtuosity and isolated
standard English translation (Carlisle-Black), moments of beautiful woodwind playing
which contains many idiomatic English kept this performance exciting throughout,
expressions. It also strengthened the storyline and few'audience members could have been
with some judicious deletions and additions disappointed with the overall effect of the
(like the last few lines given to the devil o~er piece.,

~.. :l((I\.l JJ;I.1 ...11;J 1) "...Jt) {Jl ll.JG'\(I~J"~ L
eRESTAURANT REVIEW: :,n" :)j;,I,fJ :..i\l . " \ ~"' ..... T - •• ' '. ~ __

'1(>,'1' H h(l~ :;(h ~1)W ~ntlrlJ fl~{f1 hllJ.... .u;:"w qu 'Jf)'l L-;;~bo{ 1:;,7:;'1 'j{!11'At:-:t {rrl '~I .1~ {< /./r,r' tJ rH ~' rI~ .'T I ~ ......

A'HrJ(J;lthli,~estauran~'For a Change
10 Fat.KnflW Fat Grille and Cafe..Alternative Food With Nutritional Information
By Lauren Nowlerskl iest menus in the Boston area, and has all include sweet-and-sour chicken, chicken

the nutritional information listed on the parmesan wraps, Caesar salads, as well as
menu to prove it. beef tips, turkey tips and other such items.

Lo Fat Know Fat is not a sit-down service Most entrees are high in protein and low in
restaurant, but it does have tables available fat, true to the restaurant's name. All entrees
for those who wish to eat there. They also are priced between $5.00 and $8.00, and come
have a delivery/take out option. Their seven- with a side of either baked potato fries or
page menu is not seven pages long because steamed vegetables.
of an incredible amount of food, but because Outside of entrees, the restaurant even has
it lists each item on the menu and then lists a few dessert items on the menu. Low fat
the appropriate nutritional infonnation, such cookies and brownies are available for only
as number of calories, fat content (both satu- $1.50 each, a bargain deal for those watching
rated arid unsaturated fats), grams of protein their weight. If you are interested in soft
'and' most other relevant information. The drinks, though, Lo Fat Know Fat is not the
oodybuilders behind' the counter are more place. The only carbonated soft drinks in their
than knowledgeable about all items on the refrigerator are Pepsi One, Diet Coke and Diet
menu and are happy to help you out in mak- Mountain Dew. Instead, the fridge is filled to
ing your meal decisions. Each item is pre- the brim with water, iced tea, and other
pared to have the lowest fat percentage pos- healthier options.
sible while still maintaining great taste, Next door is a small health store for those
standard food presentation, and healthy-sized who are looking for dietary supplements and
portions. vitamins to help them lose weight or bulk up.

Some of the items on the menu seem a lit- Lo Fat Know Fat strives for dietary excel-
tie awkward at first, but the taste will blow lence for its customers while they are dining
you away. It is not very often you will look at there, or while they are dining elsewhere. The
a menu and see a bison burger patty listed as food is not the tastiest in Boston, but it is def-
an entree. Boasting a simple one gram of "bad initely delectable and a great value as we]],
fat" (saturated fat) and only 500 calories for not to mention being good for you. So next
the entire dish, the Bison burger seems that it time you are looking for a healthy alternative,
may come out bland, but in fact, is one of the try it out; I am sure you will not be disap-
tastiest items on the menu. Other entrees pointed.

This space donated by The Tech

Between the free outreach concerts in
cities like Brockton and Lowe]] and
the four-concert series of recitals by
the Boston Symphony Chamber Play-

ers, the Boston Symphony Orchestra proba-
bly offers more regular chamber music con-
certs than any other major American
orchestra. The afternoon of Sunday, Nov. 16
marked the first concert for the Boston Sym-
phony Chamber Players this year. The group
consists of the principals of each section, and
is supplemented by other orchestra members
or outside musicians when necessary (the
program designates unambiguously who is
member of the players and who is a guest).

The chance to see some of the finest play-
ers from the symphony interacting on an inti-
mate.level is almost a privilege, so it was dis-
appointing to see large sections of the
balcony in Jordan Hall unfilled. Seeing empty
seats, especially in a relatively small hall like
Jordan, can't possibly motivate the musicians

• to put everything they have into a perfor-
mance.

Th~ opening performance, a reading of
Schubert's one-movement String Trio in Bb,
D. 47 J, suffered a bit from this lack of moti-
vation. Although the musicians (Malcolm
Lowe, Steven Anse]], and Jules Eskin) drew
lovely warm sounds from their instruments,
the perfonnance lacked drama in the develop-
ment, and never reaJ]y rose above a mezzo
forte dynamic to fiJ] the hall. Of course, part
of the problem was that this piece is truly
chamber music; it was designed for perfor-
mance in .a sma]] room, not a concert hall.

. Still, a little more intensity of sound would
have been welcome to give the piece more
shape e .

The perfonnance of Bernard"RandS' Con~
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Salubrious - favorable to or promoting health; healthful.
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Athena mailing list. Does the VA have "office
hours" or anything like that where undergrads
can come in and talk about random issues?

- Idea Factory
We do not have office hours per se,

although there are a few great ways for you to
come talk to us. One, of course, is just to find
a VA officer on campus and pull one of us
aside to talk. Another is to come to a VA
meeting like Senate or Cabinet on Monday
nights and bring up some of your issues.

However, there is a new program that will
start very soon where the VA Coordinating
Committee will be "dorm storming" during
dining hours. We will have dinner at the dorm
dining facilities (Simmons, Next, Baker,
McCormick,- and Pritchett) and invite people
to sit and chat about whatever issues come to
riiind: lfhe nope is that this will increase com-
munication between the VA officers and the
~ndergraduate: population, and give under-
grads an easier way to let their issues be
known.

We'll also be giving out vouchers for free
meals at the dorm dining facilities if you sit
and talk with us. The first dorm storm will be
this Nov. 24 6-8 p.m. at Simmons Dining.

Got more questions? E-mail
uaqa@mit.edu with your quizzicality. Want
more information on any of the issues raised
this week? Visit
http://web.mit.eduJua/www /uaqa.

Deal: VA,
I hav~ajotr.oJ.~grea'tideas for improving

campus, but I'd rather sit down and talk it out .
-than -compile -it. in -an-e=mail-to-some-.raceless-~

Dear VA,
I applied to the VA Nominations Commit-

tee to be on the Council on Family and Work,
but what exactly is going to happen to my
application? Why do I apply to you guys for a
Council like that?

-Family Guy
The VA Nominations Committee is

charged with selecting undergraduates to sit
on committees all over the Institute to advo-
cate for student issues, needs, and opinions.
Advocacy is one of three main missions of the
VA, and the role that these undergraduates
play is crucial to fulfilling that.

This fall, the Nominations Committee ran
a round of applications/interviews to fill up
spots on a few new committees at MIT as well
as some empty spots left at the end of last
year. After you apply, a small panel of Nom-
Comm members interview you and review
your application. They then sit down as a
committee and go through all the applications

__ and_sel.ect \\,hich_stud~nts they...feel would._be_ ,
most appropriate for advocate for their fellow
undergraduate; on each committee.

.. 11

Those students are then nominated to the
committee and the committee chair will either
appoint them. to iheh:"gro~p" or conduct anoth-
er r9und of interViews and ~ele9t certain ones I

.to appoint:', . :. .., ,." -" ,"-.
:- .. Only nine co~ttees had open'spots this

fall, but. in ,t~e"ip'i:iiig' NomC~mm will be '
doirig -a)iiuch mOl:e comprehensive Nomina-
tions Round.- they wilhbe interviewing and
selecting stJdents~ to sit on, over 25 Presiden-
tial" FacultY,' lnstiiute~'and VA committees. So
if .you are interested at all1n Advocating for
uPdergraduates and participating in,policy and
dec~si~n~~akjng ...on ~:Iargescale, consider
becoming involved through that process.

- - '- ..- .-~ !!

gained worldwide prestige in part because of
its image. Sloan's marketing has its merits:
money for new buildings, UROP funding, and
free food everywhere. Scientists and engi-
neers, take note.

At }York, a genius programmer can stay
up all pight.coding: ...but may never be'.uij for
promotion. The white undershirt, smelly
breath, and exhausted eyes displayed to
coworkers undermine those achievements.
This person failed in marketing himself or
herself.

Start changing your wardrobe. Now. All it
takes is adding one new collared shirt or
blouse (not necessarily expensive) to the clos-
et every now and then, and by the end of four
years, you'll be smart and look smart.

Practice makes perfect. If we can convert
the five spare minutes we spend surfing the
Internet before class into a more productive
time, you can do something extra like coordi-
nate your outfit or gel your hair. Like well-
dressed professors, we, too, can command
respect if we look nicer.

It is up to you to decide how others per-
ceive you. Superiors aside, maybe you'll cross
paths with your classmates again. Don't burn
your bridges early by being remembered as
the gross, smelly kid from recitation.

Look sharp, kid.

dards here at Positive Sinking, I did, in fact, look up the word
"rhubarb" when writing my column. Tragically, I used m-w.com
rather than the venerated OED since I'm quite lazy, really, and m-
w.com has shorter definitions. I do, however, use OED when writing
poetry essays ... you know, for the thrill of it.

I would have rather enjoyed an e-mail pie - regardless of type.
I'm so sick of the canned meat that almost any change in e-mail diet
would be welcome. Sigh.

Speaking of pie, anI I really that mysterious? One would think
that I've been pounding these things out for long enough (colwnns in
general, that is, not just Positive Sinkings) that I should now be like a
wonderful friend. Crikey, most of you regular readers out there have
accumulated a disturbingly large amount of personal information out
there. The problem with dropping strange little anecdotes or quirks
into a public forum such as this is that inevitably I'll start talking to
someone and they'll mention some incredibly personal characteristic
of mine and utterly freak me out. It's scary! I mean, it's startling hav-
ing a random person come up to you and allude to a fact that should
really stay between you, your psychiatrist, and your cat. The only
thing to do is to stop mentioning things like my favorite color being
... and how I always ... when I ...

In fact, you probably know a great deal more about me than I
know about you, "a devoted fan?" And what kind of name i.s_that?~
Who names their child "a," anyways? Is it your first initial? What's it
stand for, hunh? I've never seen the middle name "devoted" before
either ... yes, you've certainly got a lot of explaining to do. And I'm
not so keen on your friend Mr. Connoisseur. As lame a first name as
"a" is, being named after a fruit-substitute isn't really what we like to
call "a stepping stone to success." But, as usual, I digress.

You are indeed quite astute Mr./Ms. Fan. I have done much straf-
ing in PlY time. And by "~ time,';' I olean freshmen year. And by
"strafing," I mean "walking sideways in Quake ill." Ah yes, those
were the days. When I try to tell these freshmen about what it was
~e back in the days of Quake, they just don't believe. Damn kids
these days. Wliat, with their Halo, and th~ .Embassy toilet paper,
and their bip-hop music ..When I was their age we had to play games
in binary, and we were damn happy about it! MIT gave us crappy •
single-ply and we said "Thank: you sir! Can I please have another~. 7

roll?" None of this sissy stuff you see nowadays.
Pah ... Hey, who stole my cane?
Ah yes, so many thanks, for the lengthy e-mail. Certainly makes

my job of filling space ~jeJ;.-Ali.4 just between you, me, and my fic-
tional cat, isn't "dearth" a great word?

This column was brought to you arcane allusion-free thanks to
the e-mail support of viewers like you.#Please help us7:ontinue to
give you quality ramblings like this by sending a small donation of
maybe 5, J 0, or even 20 words to sinking@mit.edu. E-mail now aiid
we '1/ send you this complimentary' tote-bag as a token of our thankS.

is how they win.
When you walk through the Infinite, you

can determine who is from MIT and who
isn't. Shamefully, the well-dressed "visitors"
such as Boston University, Harvard, and
Wellesley students often stand out for looking
better! ,\

After a full day of interviews, a job
recruiter might sense something fishy when he
leaves the MIT Career Services Center. He'll
turn into the main corridors and see an entire-
ly different class of person than the ones who
sat down to talk. He sees zombies, walking
weary-eyed to and from class in crumpled t-
shirts from freshman Orientation two years
ago. Then, he understands. Those interviewees
looked choked up in our ties during the inter-
view because they were uncomfortable in that
costume. It was a false face.

This is not the case for all students. MIT is
divided. As a student deciding between engi-
neering and business, I hear engineering stu-
dents degrade Course XV (Management) stu-
dents all the time: Course XV is the easy way
out! If you can't do your major, you can
always do business! Sloan is a different school
than MIT!

Why? I think it's jealousy. The engineers
are envious that the Sioanies tend to make
more. The Sloan School of Business has

Scratch Paper
The Depths of Being Shallow

Holy mackerel. This must be the longest and most informative e-
mail I have ever received. Except for that "Ghetto Party" e-mail.
That one was longer. I'm not ~sure)f it v.:as more informative
though ... 1 don't think I ever got around to reading that one. Sad,
really.

First of all, thank you so very much for your e-mail. It is like a ray
of sunlight cutting through the dark wilderness of the Internet. Note,
that's "Internet" with a capital "1." Because I'm literate like that.

Actually, you'll be happy to know that, due to the rigorous stan-

By Akshay Patil
COLUMNIST

Dear Ak"hay (or Positive Sinking or pseudonym of your preference),
Your last several columns have left me terribly concerned. First.

the stated dearth of insightful letters, or indeed of any letters. com-
ing .vour way is in itself cause for alann. But I must confess that it

was your lack of knowledge abollt rhubarb

Golumn that ultimate~v prompted this letter. At first
I thought of sending you a rhubarb pie fOr
your culinary' edification, but upon recon-

sideration, I realized that pies do not survive e-mail transition very
effectively.

Moreover, if I'm going to take the trouble to bake a pie. I am eer-
tain(v not going to send it to mysterious Tech coillmnists, no matter
how few letters they receive.

Thus, }'ou will have to collfent yourself with the following tidbits
ofrhubarb lore, gleanedfrom the Oxfonl English Dictionary (OED),
online edition:

In addition to being the stalk of a plant used as "a substitute for
jii/it," a different plant, also known as rhubarb, is a sort of medicinal
root. In theater, the word "rhubarb" was freqllently muttered by ertraS
milling around to create the impression of hubbub in crowd scenes.
This gives rise to the verb "to rhubarb," meaning to mlltter. nOllSense
in such a fashion, and also the nouns "rhubarb" fOr such mutterings
and "rhubarber" fOr the actor who does the muttering. What S more,
in Us. slang from the mid-20th century~ a rhubarb was a "low-level

flight for opportune strafing." Imagine afighter pilot telling you, "Oh,
f'mjust offon a rhubarb run." Andfinally in the 1960s and 1970s,
"rhubarb" appeared as slangfor "nollSellSe, .worthless stufJ"

So there you go. Even if I have not added any rhubarb to you
diet. you at least have the opportunity to add it to your daily vocabu-
lary. A tembly useful addition, I think. Especially the bit about straf-
ing, as I'm sure you tend to do a lot of it. Fly over to occupied
France and just tq.ke potshots at trains, cars, what have you. I'm
quite cOTTVincedyou must spend every weekend on such frlissiollS.
Leads to good columnfodder, you know?

But then again, it s all just rhubarb ...
- A devoted fan and rhubarb connoisseur

By Tiffany Kosolcharoen
COI.UMNIST

Kindergarten lied.
"We are all the same, inside and out," said

Mrs. Taylor, my kindergarten teacher, to an
eclectic sea of kids wearing inside-out t-shirts
and mismatched socks.

Ask a five-year-old to define "fashion" and
he or she will just look at you, confused. At
that age, we were too preoccupied with getting
a turn on the swing set at recess to pass judg-
ment on others.

stereotype - n. A conventional, formulaic,
and oversimplified conception, opinion, or
Image.

- Webster's Dictionary
But in fact, school taught us how to stereo-

type. Black is worn by burglars, suits by pro-
fessionals, and red by heroic firemen. And
even though we are here because of our deeds
and our institute strives to be as much of a
meritocracy as possible, it is time to recognize
the importance of the superficial world of
fashion. Fashion helps you fake it 'til you
make it.

Harvard grads are going to end up being
our managers even if we took the harder class-
es. The reason? They look more suave. Their
pressed shirts and tied-back hair make them
stand a little taller. They ooze confidence. That

mailto:join@tt.mit.edu
mailto:uaqa@mit.edu
http://web.mit.eduJua/www
mailto:sinking@mit.edu.
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~adget Review
Ionic Breeze Quadra

By Kallas Narendran
COLUMNIST

Pros
• Makes breeze with no moving parts.

Cons
• Very expensive.
• Creates ozone and ions that can cause
harmful side effects.
• Frequent cleaning required.
• Sometimes noisy.

The Lowdown
The Ionic Breeze Quadra is the new air

purifier that Sharper Image has been pushing
all over the place. It's pretty cool in that it
creates a "breeze" with no moving parts, just
some charged wires and collection plates.
The unit stands about two to three feet tall
and can easily sit in the corner of a room.
Cleaning the collection plates is easy to do,
but must be done frequently (especially if
you like to leave your windows open). While
the device is cool in concept, the flashy TV
ads don't tell you about some of the side
effects that are on par with some prescription

drugs.

Side effects
While evaluating this device, I came to the

wonderful realization that it gives my wife and
I headaches. While it was running, we both
woke up with mild headaches every morning.
After two weeks of evaluating, I found myself
in the urgent care department of the medical
center with a migraine (yes, I go the extra
mile for my readers).

I had suspected the unit might have been to
blame, but wasn't sure until I did some Inter-
net searching and found many reviews of the
device where headaches were reported as a
side effect. Others had also mentioned that the
ozone the unit emitted led to respiratory prob-
lems. Needless to say, after suffering the most
excruciating natural pain I have ever been sub-
jected to, I boxed up the unit.

Cleaning
It does seem like the device picks up stuff

floating in the air, but it doesn't really keep up
with a room that has an open window. If you
don't clean the unit regularly (weekly, at least
in the beginning), it makes a noise and some-

times creates a burning smell. If you like
burning candles, forget this device as the soot
from the candles will quickly "clog" the
device and cause it to start making noise.

Unlike the ads suggest, I didn't find clean-
ing to be as easy as "just wiping off the col-
lection grids." Most of the time debris was
caked on and required some effort to wipe
off.

The bottom line
All the bad stuff aside, for students with a

small room and about $350 that's burning a
hole in your pocket, this could be the solution
you're looking for.

But personally, I think this thing sucks and
can't believe it is on the market with no warn-
ing of the possible side effects. It's true that
you don't have to rep lace fi lters and this
device doesn't use much energy (only 10
watts), giving you cost savings. You do, how-
ever, lose these savings with the co-pay on
your emergency room visits and lost wages
when you're bedridden as a result of the ions
running around your room. If you want to
learn more, you can go to http://www.ion-
icbreeze. com!.

Age 7. 1982

Age 18.1993

Elizabeth Suto.

Killed by a drunk driver
on February 27, 1994, on Bell Blvd.

in Cedar Park, Texas.

Ifyou don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who will?

Do whatever it takes.
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Join The Tech,
,before the man-eating

pineapples come, after yOU .

5+ Conversations

The Committee on Campus Race Relations (CCRR) seeks proposals that will
bring 5 or more people together for focused discussions on race and race
relations around our campus and in our lives. This special call for proposals
is mea~t, to support the request ~rom many MIT community members
wanting more open dialogues on race. In support of this request, the CCRR
has set aside funds (up to $150 to support small grants) for materials and
other cost associated with bringing people together for these conversations.
We are particularly interested in conversations (or events) that will be held
in the dormitories, fraternities, administrative offices, laboratories, and other
less traditional venues. We encourage members of the community to use the
CCRR videos and/or teaching materials and, if you would like help
developing a program or event, we will be glad to assist you. Proposals are
being accepted immediately. Funding decisions are made within 3 days of
receipt of proposals. In order to be considered please submit a proposal to
ccrrgrants@MIT.edu.

For more information please contact us at ccrrgrants@MIT.edu or at
617.253.1706

CCRR will still accept proposals for larger events through its regular grant
process.

http://www.ion~
mailto:ccrrgrants@MIT.edu.
mailto:ccrrgrants@MIT.edu
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TRIO TRIE>archive: members.aoLcornli'ickxykeslwelcome

Well, pretty' boy, I'm late for. class.
Nice to meet yall

Say, if you aren't busy later on ...
maybe we can have lunch or
something,' .

A few minutes ago, she nearly
killed me with her skateboard ... '
what makes her thJnk I~mgonna
meet witH her tor lunch?

/
Hey, my wallet's misSing...

I

FoxTrot by Bill Amend Dilbert@ by Scott Adams

AND ... THERE IS
NO MEN'S ROOM
IN THE BUILDING
AS fAR AS YOU
KNOW.

I

I'M AWED BY THE
SHEER ARTISTRY OF
YOUR MISMANAGEMENT
SKILLS.

WE CANT SPARE
YOU. SEND WALLY
AND HAVE HIM
TELL YOU WHAT HE
LEARNED.

E ~i fIRST, SOME HOUSE- ~u-

u KEEPING. IN THE
! EVENT OF AN EMER- ~
~ GENCY. STAY SEATED
~ SO I"LL HAVE A CLEAR

PATH TO THE EXIT.
~
oo
o

WELCOME TO
THE COMPETITIVE
STRATEGIES
SEMINAR.

I '

I DESPERATELY
NEED TO TAKE
THIS TRAINING.

ur.F~TEl.Y, ~s
IT'S Tt£ SN.AJLS I FEEL

'THAT DoN'T UICE ~ FoR
8ASlCET8ALL Tl-£ ICIOS

COURTS ~ T'LL Of Tt£
I REPRoDUCE.. FUTURE.

I •

CUCle
CUCK
CUCle

SLURP CLICK
CLICle
CUCK

REALITY TV?
LATELY I AM OVER-
COME WITH DouBT
THAT YOU READ MY
STATUS REPORTS.

ASOK,THE BIGGEST
VALUE Of A STATUS ~
REPORT IS THAT IT -OIl

MAKES YOU CONSIDER
ALL THE COSTS OF
YOUR PROJECT.

ACTUALLY, THAT IS THE
BIGGEST VALUE OF A
BUSINESS PLAN OR A
BUDGET.

Ask Nutty B
Nutty B

COLUMNIST

ifp NuttY 'B is currently a graduate student at
MI'F. 'Please e-mail him with whatever ques-
tion you would like someone to listen to, and
, help him have an

excuse to procrasti-
nate at 3 a.m.

",P/ease send all questions to
askNuttyB@yahoo.com.

Dear Nutty B,
I am usually not a'jealous or paranoid

person, but the recent behavior of my girl-
friend of two years makes me clueless as how
I should respond. Every time I call her, there
is a/ways partying noise with guys calling out
her name in the background, and this type of
scenario replays itself at least three times a
week! When I confronted her she just !old me
I was being silly. Am I really silly?

-T.J.
DearT.J.,
Partying at least three times a week?

Wow, does she go to Harvard? And did you

happen to catch what else those guys said in
the background when they called your girl-
friend's name? You know, "Come back to
bed!" versus "Come back to the Trivial Pur-
suit game!" will affect the type of advice I
should administer!

It goes without saying, but every relation-
ship is built upon trust. If your girlfriend has
only s.ecently begun to party half of the
week, perhaps it's because she just finished a
major project in class or simply is under
some stress and she needs to relieve it some-
how. As the significant other, it's up to you
to find out or know what's going on in her
life.

As for guys calling her name in the back-
ground of the phone conversation, there may
not be anything at all. However, if she comes
home drunk each time with different fraterni-
ty stamps on her breasts saying, "Come back
anytime" or "You are our favorite," then you
should really worry.

See what the next weekend holds. If she is
still not returning to her old self, then perhaps

you should really sit down with her and tell
her how you feel and try to communicate and
figure out how to resolve this issue. Good
communication is the key!

Dear Nutty B,
I seriously need help! I can't explain why,

but I am just depressed. J can't focus on any-
thing I do, and I am tired all the time. I don't
want to talk to anyone and everyone talking
to me bothers me. What should I do? Should I
see a therapist?

- Depressed at NUT
Dear Depressed at MIT,
Has this feeling of downness occurred

only recently? If so, there is really not much
to worry about. Everyone has ups and downs
in his or her life, and perhaps when you
wake up tomorrow everything will be alright
again.

It may also be that the dwindling amount
of daylight hours (especially if you are origi-
nally from a more tropical latitude than
Boston) has some sort of impact on you. I

wouldn't worry though, as I am sure it will
pass.

However, if this has been going on for
quite a while, perhaps you should see a thera-
pist. MIT Medical provides free consultation.
Maybe you should go and book an appoint-
ment.

Of course, you are more than welcome to
send me more specific questions once you
figure out what they are and let me try to help
you. Or maybe you would like to share
what's really bothering you with your
friends, especially those you can really con-
fide in and figure out what the root of the
problem is.

Just remember that a chronic problem
may be best addressed by a professional ther-
apist.

At any rate, try to be optimistic and learn
to look at the bright side of everything, and I
am sure you will feel better. As Anne
Shirley of Anne of the Green Gables once
said, "Tomorrow is always fresh without
mistake."

mailto:askNuttyB@yahoo.com.
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Q) ACROSS 40 Ah, I see! 4 Sort or kind type
1 Asian desert 41 Mountain ridge 5 Singer Easton 32 Be stealthy- 5 Yl~~Brynner film, 42 VOA group 6 "Demian" writer 34 Bomb blast, inN "Solomon and 43 _ "King" Cole 7 Give off headlines

N 10 Tailless 44 Obi 8 Valise 37 Cheese base
amphibian 45 Ruble fraction 9 Lee or Landers 38 Persia, today

::I 14 Golden calf, for 47 _ up (restrained) 10 Pianist Art 39 Extra in a play, fora- one 48 Draw breath 11 "Havana" star short
...... 15 Virile guy 49 Ike's opponent 12 Really excited 45 Geisha garb

""" 16 Pond growth 52 Margarita garnish 13 Laertes or 46 Kiln

-= ~ 17 Volume I 53 Grimm imp Ophelia, e.g. 47 San Diego
CQ 20 Make a boo-boo 56 Volume III 18 Medicine ballplayer

J. a. 21 Pause 60 CCCP, to us 19 Woman grad 48 Permitted by law

0 c:"' 22 Sudden thrust 61 Become 23 First name of 11D . 49 Clarifying sulfate
,0
.t:: 23 "Clair de permanent 24 Weather 50 Medicinal

~
.s 24 Sidekick 62 Wee bit conditions quantity
0

26 Shop in 63 Distribute 25 Gargantuan 51 for lifeCI)

f/j
Chihuahua 64 Garlic-basil sauce 26 Part of BLT 52 D-day craft

29 French socialist 65 Hey, over here! 27 City on the 53 Aphrodite's son

f/j premier Missouri 54 Scads

0 30 Classified DOWN 28 Bus station 55 Lacking fizz
33 Prayer ender 1 Barbed remark 29 Northeast 57 Paranormal

J. 34 Straighten 2 Redolence England river insight

(.)
35 Sun. follower 3 Death of the 30 Entertain 58 Observe
36 Volume II party? 31 Greek column 59 Overturn

Events Calendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The
Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any loss-
es, including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event.
Contact information for all events is available from the Events Calendar web page.

WAIT, BACK UP A SE-
COND, "ONLINE COOKIE
DI5C.U55ION ErROUP'??

SOMEONE IN MY ONLINE
C.()()I(IE DI5C.U5StON
ErROJP POSTED A LINK
TO Tl-l15 60'1 IN Tl-lE UK
Wl-lOSE RESEARCl-l 15
ON WU'I C.()()I(IE:.5
C.RLMBLE.!

PILED ~IG~ER AND
DEEPER

Events Calendar
Visit and add events to Events Calendar online at http://events.mit.edu

Friday, November 21.

9:00 a.m.' 4:30 p.m. - Dept of Architecture Flne Arts Fair. Free. Room: Lobby 10. Sponsor: Department of Architecture.
10:00 a.m. - Admlsslons Infonnatlon SessIon. Groups over 15 people need to make special reservations. Free. Room: 10-100). Sponsor: Information
Center.

10:45 a.m. - Campos Tour. Student. led campus tours are approximately 90 minutes long and provide a general overview of the main campus. Please
note that campus tours do not VISit labor atones. living groups or buildings under construction. Groups over 15 people need to make special reservations.
Free. Room: Lobby 7. Sponsor: Information Center.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Writers Group. New writers are invited to join our weekly Writers Group (sponsored by the Writing and Communication Center).

Share a piece of your writing With other interested and SUpportIVe writers. Open to all MIT students. staff. faculty. and spouses. Free. Room: 14N-417.
Sponsor: Wnting and Communication Center.
12:00 p.m .• 1:00 p.m. - ACDL Seminar. Row Control inside Micro-Ruidic Systems: Modeling. Sensing. and FeedbaCk Control Design. Free. Room: 33-
206. Sponsor: Aero/Astro.
12:00 p.m .• 1:00 p.m. - Magnets that show blg strains ... and small strains with blg magnetic consequences. Free. Room: 8-314. Sponsor: Dept. of

Matenals Science and Engineering.
12:00 p.m. - BCS VIsion Seminar. Perceptual learning without perception is not passive. Free. Room: E25-401. Sponsor. Brain and Cognitive Sciences.
12:00 p.m •• 3:00 p.m. - Rainbow Lounge Open. MIl's resource lounge for lesbian, bisexual. gay. transgendered, and questioning members of the com-

munity offers a place to hang out. various activities. and a lending library during its open hours. Free. Room: 50-306. Sponsor: Ibgt@mit.
12:00 p.m .• 2:00 p.m. - MIT/CRE Career Services Presentation. Entrepreneurship. Free. Room: 001.301. Sponsor: Center for Real Estate.
12:15 p.m .• 1:30 p.m. - Mil Hillel Faculty Lecture Series: Contemplating the Past, the Present, and the Future. Lecture series for MIT faculty and
staff on 'The Israeli SituatlOfl: Reasons for Despair. Reasons for Hope." Lunch is provided at a cost of $10. Lunch begins at noon: the presentation
begins promptly at 12:15 p.m. The formal discussion will conclude at 1:30 p.m. Talk is free. lunch is $10. Room: W11: Small Dining Room. Sponsor: Hi~
lei. MIT.

1:10 p.m .• 1:50 p.m. - Muslim Friday Prayer. Weekly congregational prayer for Muslims. People of other faiths welcome to attend. E-mail msa-
ec@rfllt.edufor more information. Free. Room: W11.110. Sponsor: Muslim students' Association.

2:00 p.m. - Admlsslons InfonnatJon Sesslon. Groups over 15 people need to make special reservations. Free. Room: 10-100. Sponsor: Information Cen-
ter.

2:45 p.m. - Campus Tour. Free. Room: Lobby 7. Sponsor: Information Center.
3:00 p.m .• 4:30 p.m. - SSL Seminar (Ellis King). Experimental Demonstrations of Coordination and Control on a UAV Testbed. Free. Room: 37-212.
Sponsor: AeroAstro.

3:30 p.m .• 5:30 p.m. - A Celebration of Hennann Arrton Haus. The Research Laboratory of Electronics at MIT and the Department of Electrical Engineer-

ing and Computer Science Invite you to Join us to remember and celebrate the lite and achievements of Institute Professor Hermam Anton Haus. The

event will begin at 3:30 p.m .. and Include a program of speakers and music. A reception will follow at 4:30 p.m. in the Grier Room. No RSVP is required.
Free. Room: 34-101. Sponsor: EECS. Research Lab of Electronics.

4:00 p.m .. 6:00 p.m. - E.topla/ Designing Cambridge: 21.st-Century Communications for our Community. In the first day of a twO<lay event, William

MitChell diSCUSses the civic use of communications technologies. followed by a debate on the municipal ownership of cable television. Free. Room: Bar-
tos Theater. Media Lab. Sponsor: CommunICations Forum. Department of Urban Studies and Planning. Center for Reflective Community Practice.
4:00 p.m. - Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences Colloquium. Kevan Martin. D.Phil.: Director, Institute of Neuroinformatics. Zurich. Switzerland

The Canonical MICrocircuits of Neocortex. Free. Room: E25-117. Sponsor: Brain and Cognitive Sciences.
4:00 p.m .• 5:00 p.m. - PSFC Seminar. The JET lIer.llke High Power Prototype Antenna. Free. Room: NW17.218. Sponsor: Plasma Science and Fusion
Center.

5:00 p.m .• 7:00 p.m. - Architecture - History -Pedagogy. Free. Room: Killian Hall. Sponsor: History, Theory and Criticism of Architecture and Art,
Department of Architecture.

6:00 p.m. - Shabbat Services & Dinner. Celebrate Shabbat. Mil Hillers three religious communities hold Shabbat services at 6:00 p.m. (Conservative.
Orthodox. and Reform) A community Shabbat dinner follows at 7:00 p.m. Cost for dinner only. Room: W11. Sponsor: Hillel. Mil.

6:00 p.m. - Artist Talk. Talk by MIChael Joo with curator Jane Farver held in conjUnction with "Michael Joo" exhibition (Oct 16-Jan 4). Free. Room: Ust
Visual Arts Center. Sponsor: Ust Visual Arts Center.

6:00 p.m .. 8:00 p.m. - Career Talk. Green Hall will be hosting a career talk by Hannah Bernstein and John Nonnamaker from Mil career service. The talk

will cover a WIde range of topics: you will get some general advice for career developmental process. Some of the topics that will be covered are: differ.
ence between PhD and Master degrees when it comes to the job market (based on feedback from companies recruiting at MIT), providing practical advice
on how to conduct a geographically-specific job search as well as general job search advice. Free. Room: Green Hall Basement Kitchen. Sponsor: Gradu-
ate Student Council. Green Hall.

6:00 p.m .• 10:00 p.m. - Lawrence of Arabia. $3. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
6:00 p.m .. 7:30 p.m. - GCF Large Group Fellowship Meeting. Trip to the Children's Museum - meet at Kendall SQuare T-stop at 6 p.m. or in front of the

museum at 6:30 p.m. Hoping to be finished with the museum by 8 p.m. (meet outside) and proceed to dinner at the Quincy Market food court. Free.

Room: Student Center. Twenty Chimneys. Sponsor: Graduate Christian Fellowship. GSC Funding Board.
6:00 p.m. - Varsity Women's Basketball lIS. WNEC. MIT Women's Basketball Invitational. Mil VS. WNEC at 6:00. Salve Regina vs. Trinity at 8:00. Free.

Room: Rockwell Cage.

7:00 p.m .• 11:59 p.m. - Mil Anlme Club Weekly Showing. The Mil Anime Club shows the best of both recent and classic Japanese animation. Show-
Ings are open to the public. Free. Room: 6-120. Sponsor: Anime Club. Mil. UA Finance Board.
7:00 p.m •• 9:00 p.m. - The Ins and Outs of lesbian Sex. Amie Evans. from Grand Openings. will give a workshop on an introduction to lesbian sex. A
light dinner will be served. and guests will leave with goodie bags! Free. Room: Rainbow Lounge. Walker, 3td Floor. Sponsor: Ibgt@mit. QWiLLTS.
7:30 p.m .• 9:00 p.m. - Bible Study. Is there more to lite than grad school? We believe the answer is "YES'. Come study the word of God with us. There
will be dinner provided and games afterward. Free. Room: 4-149. Sponsor: Asian Baptist Student Koinonia Graduate Division. GSC Funding Board.

8:00 p.m .• 11:30 p.m. - sangam Movies. Screening of popular movies. Please subscribe to sangarn-request@mit.edu. Free. Sponsor: Sangam, GSC
Funding Board.

8:00 p.m .• 9:00 p.m. - The Secret Agent. 1983. (56 mins) The story of dioxin. Agent Orange. and the Vietnam Veterans. We've dumped it on our ere-'
mles In Vietnam. and on ourselves. On the upland forests of South Vietnam, and on the dusty back roads of Southern Missouri. The spreading awareness

of dioxin - recognized as the world's most toxic marHTlade chemical- is creating a climate of fear, frustration and outrage among people across the
UOIted States and around the world. Free. Room: 4-231. Sponsor: MIT Social Justice Cooperative.

8:00 p.m. - West Side Story. $10: $8 Mil faculty. staff. seniors and student: $6 MIT/Wellesly students. Room: Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Musical
Theatre Guild. MII.

8:00 p.m. - Mil Concert Choir. William Cutter. music director. Bach's "Magnificat- (BWV 243) with profeSSional orchestra and student soloists: Britten's

• Ceremony of Carols." Bach's Suite in 0 major for 3 trumpets and strings. $5 at door. Room: Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: Concert Choir.
9:00 p.m. - TooNS a cappella Fall Concert. The TooNS fall concert is finally herel We're a lXH!d a cappella group from MIT and Wellesley, and man. do
we have a great show for you!! We also can't wait for you to meet our seven new members. So. Come join us in 54-100 for an evening packed with music,
laughter. and other entertainment you can't even imagme! Come early to get a seat - Time is still teritative. Please email lOOflS'equest@mit.eduwith
Questions. Free. Room: 54-100. Sponsor: Toans. music StudiO.

10:00 p.m .• 2:00 a.m. - Lawrence of Arabla. $3. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.

Saturday, November 22

2:00 p.m. - Varsity Women's Basketballlnvltatlonal Conoolatlon Game. Free. Room: Rockwell Cage.
3:00 p.m. - Anlme Club Invasion of Comlcopla. Members of the MIT Anime Club will be hiking over to Kenmore Square to raid the manga shelves of

Comicopia. Free. Room: Steps of 77 Mass. Ave. Sponsor: Anime Club, MIT.

4:00 p.m. - Varsity Women's Basketball Invitational Championship Game. Free. Room: Rockwell Cage.
7:00 p.m. - Varsity Men's Ice Hockey lIS. Bryarrt College. Free. Room: Johnson Athletic Center. 7:00 p.m •• 9:00 p.m. - The Weather Underground. $3.
Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.

7:30 p.m •• 11:00 p.m. - 2 Free Chinese Movies. Infernal Affairs. Beijing Yue Yu Lu (Beijing Rocks) Free. Room: 54-100. Sponsor: Chinese Student and
Scholar Association. GSC Funding Board. Cybercalling.com.
8:00 p.m •• 11:30 p.m. - Sangam Movie Special. Free. Room: 2-105. Sponsor: Sangam, GSC Funding Board.
8:00 p.m .• 11:00 p.m. - Patrol. TrClllel to strange new classrooms. Meet interesting, unusual people, and kill them! Patrol is a higlHlction game of live

combat with rubber-dart guns. Shoot your friends. then watch out as they try to take their revenge. Free. Room: 3&115. Sponsor: Assassins' Guild, MIT.
8:00 p.m. - West Side Story. $10; $8 MIT faculty, staff, seniors and student; $6 MIT /Wellesly students. Room: Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Musical
Theatre Guild. Mil. '

8:00 p.m. " 10:00 p.m. - ChOl311arles a capella Concert. The Chorallaries of MIT present their Fall Concert, featuring Penn Six-5000 (UPenn). Punch and
pie. Free. Room: 10-250. Sponsor: Chorallaries of MIT.

8:00 p.m. - Mil Guest Artist Series: Jacques ThIbaud String Trio. J.S. Bach's {arr. Mozart).Adagio and Fugue in F major from Six Adagios and Fugues,
K.404a: Villalobos' String Trio. Brahms' Piano Quartet in C minor, Op 60. Free. Room: Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: Music and Theater Arts Section.
10:00 p.m •• 12:00 a.m. - The Weather Underground. $3. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.

Sunday, November 23

11:30 a.m. " 1:00 p.m. - Sidney Pacific Brunch. Free brunch at Sidney Pacific Graduate Student Residence. Menu will include eggs, potatoes, bacon,

waffles. fruit. and other breakfast foods, prepared by MIT grad students! Join us for brunch and live musicl Free. Room: Sidney Pacific Multipurpose
Room. Sponsor: Sidney-Pacific House Council, GSC Funding Board.
1:00 p.m. " 5:30 p.m. - Ballroom Dance Lessons - Tango 2/1p, Rumba 4/2:1.5p, Foxtrot 6/4:3Op. Beginning lessons 1 p.m .• 2 p.m.; iritermediate
2:15 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.: adIIanced 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.; tree general dancing 3:30 p.m .• 4:30 p.m. No partner required. Social focus rather than compet~
tive. Check Web site for Winter ball. $1-$5 depending on level. Room: Lobby 13. Sponsor: Ballroom Dance Club.
2:00 p.m. - West Side Story. $10: $8 MIT faculty, staff, seniors and student; $6 MlTjWellesly students. Room: Sala de Puerto Rico. Sponsor: Musical
Theatre Guild. Mil.

2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. - Student-Alumnl Chess Match. Current Mil students who are chess club members will face against chess club alumni, both
recent and not so recent. Eight players will face each other. Each player will have 45 minutes for each game and playa total of two games. Audience is
welcome at this exciting chess eventl Free. Room: W20491. Sponsor:Chess Club.
3:00 p.m. - MIT Chamber Players. A concert by Mil students, faculty and alumni. Maurice Duruffll's "Prlliude, Rllcitatif et Variations for Rute, Viola and

Piano. Op. 3," Poulenc's "Sextet for wind quintet and piano in C Major," Mozart's "Fugue in G Minor for piano, 4-hands," Richard Strauss' "Piano Quartet
in C minor, Op. 13: Free. Room: Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: Music and Theater Arts Section.

4:00 p.m. - MITHAS Concert. O.S. Thyagarajan (\lOCal). Delhi Sunderarajan (violin). Guruvayur Dorai (mridangam). General-$18, $10 students: Mem-
bers-$14, $8 students. Room: Wong Auditorium. Sponsor: MITHAS (MIT Heritage of South Asia) in cooperation with Sangam.
4:00 p.m. " 6:00 p.m. - K1naesthetics Lab Contact Improv Workshop. Contact improvisation teaches you to improvise with others, share weight, and lift

each other. moving in ways you wouldn't be able to move by yourself. Free. Room: T-club Lounge. Sponsor: Kinaesthetics Lab.
6:00 p.m .• 10:00 p.m. - Lawrence of Arabla. $3. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.

7:00 p.m. "10:00 p.m. - Talk and Greek Movie on Balkans. Free. Room: 4-237. Sponsor: Hellenic Students' Association, GSC Funding Board.
7:00 p.m." 9:00 p.m. - The Weather Underground. $3. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. - Hungarian Movie NIght. Free. Room: 4-231. Sponsor: Hungarian Student Association of MIT, GSC Funding Board.
8:00 p.m .• U:OO p.m. - Irrternatlonal Folk Dancing (participatory). lritemational folk dancing. Teaching and beginners' dances from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. A
mixture of all skill levels from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. Our repertoire includes dances from Eastern Europe (Bulgaria, Romania. Serbia. Croatia, Greece, and oth-

ers) as well as other parts of Europe and the rest of the world (Israel, France. Russia. even England and the US). Note: We will move to La Sala de Puerto
Rico if it is ClIIaiiable. MIT/Wellesley students free; $1 donation (or more) requested from others. Room: W20491. Sponsor: Folk Dance Club.

Monday, November 24

10:00 a.m. - Admissions Information SessIon. Free. Room: 10-100. Sponsor: Information Center.
10:45 a.m. - Campus Tour. Free. Room: Lobby 7. Sponsor: Information Center.

12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. - WlnPartners. Meeting of the WinPartners user group. Free. Room: N42 Demo Center. Sponsor: Mil User Groups.

12:00 p.m •• 2:00 p.m. - New Modes of Practice. This is the sixth in a series of seven public sessions on "Design at the Frontier of Engineering and
Architecture." Caroline Frt1gerald is a structural engineer and Mark Goulthorpe is a practicing architect and Assistarit Professor of Architecture at Mil.

Both will be discussing their work as designers who are achieving new possibilities in architecture through technology. Tom Peters, a historian of architec-
tural technology and a Professor of Architecture at Lehigh, will provide his own perspectives on these new modes of practice. Free. Room: 7-431. Spon-
sor: Department of Architecture, Building Technology Program ..
12:00 p.m •• 6:00 p.m. - Blood Drive. Donate blood and help the American Red Cross save lives. Free. Room: 2nd floor Student Center. Sponsor: Ameri-
can Red Cross Team and Network, Blood Drives.

2:00 p.m. - Admissions Information Sesslon. Free. Room: Building 10, Room 10-100. Sponsor: Information Center.
2:00 p.m .• 3:00 p.m. - Monday Research Seminar. Free. Room: Center for Theoretical Physics. Sponsor: Laboratory for Nuclear Science.
2:45 p.m. - Campus Tour. Free. Room: Lobby 7. Sponsor: Information Center.

3:00 p.m." 5:00 p.m. - Ad Hoc Subcommittee Meeting. Free. Room: El9-307. Sponsor: EHS.

3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Virtual Cinematography technology for The Matrtx sequels. The presentation will cover the key technologies that had to be
developed and deployed in the last 3.5+ years to create the synthetic human sequences in The Matrix sequels including Universal Capture - image-
based facial animation. realistic human face rendering and use of measured BRDF in film production. It will also feature a never seen before breakdolNn of

.The Superpunch" - a signature. entirely computer generated. shot from The Matrix Revolutions. There will be opportunity for a long Q&A session after
the main presentation. Ligtlt refreslvnents will be served starting at 3:15 p.m. Free. Room: 34-101. Sponsor: CSAIL-Computer Graphics Group.

4:00 p.m •• 5:00 p.m. - Uniqueness of extremal Kahler metrlcs. Free. Room: 2.143. Sponsor: Differential Geometry Seminar, Mathematics, Department
of.
4:00 p.m •• 6:00 p.m. - New Aesthetics of Performance: Afrlca, Education, and a Vision for the Future. Genevieve McMillan-Reba Stewart Lecture on

Women in the Developing World Fall 2003 Lecture and performance by WereWere Uking. Organized by Odile Cazenave. Free. Room: 37.202. Sponsor:
Women's Studies Program.

4:00 p.m •• 5:00 p.m. - Mechanics Seminar: The Molecular Car and Its Ort-Chlp Infrastructure. Free. Room: 3-370. Sponsor: Mechanical Engineering
Dept .

4:15 p.m •• 5:15 p.m. - Random Matrix Theory and WIreless Communications. Refreshments at 3:30 p.m. in Room 2.349. Free. Room: 1-190. Sponsor:
Applied Mathematics Colloquium. Department of Mathematics.

5:30 p.m. " 7:30 p.m. - Aga Khan Program at Mil Lecture. Photographing the Void: The Camera and the Representation of Islamic Architecture. Free.
Room: 56-114. Sponsor: Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture.

6:00 p.m •• 8:00 p.m. - Thanksglvlng dinner. We will show a children-friendly movie, socialize and have dinner. Umited places. prepayment necessary. $3
per adult. Room: Sidney and Pacific. Sponsor: Westgate Community Association. GSC Funding Board.
7:30 p.m. " 9:00 p.m. - Graduate Christian Fellowship Bible Study. Studying 1 John. Free. Room: Ashdown Lobby. Sponsor: Graduate Ctvistian fellow-
ship.

8:00 p.m. - Roman nights mm series. Four nights of Rome in the cinema sponsored by the "Envisioning Modernism. and "Historic Cities in the Modem

Age" seminars of the History, Theory and Criticism of Architecture and Art program. Free. Room: 3-133. Sponsor: History, Theory and Criticism of Architeo-

ture <,!nd_AI.!:. _

http://events.mit.edu
mailto:ec@rfllt.edufor
mailto:sangarn-request@mit.edu.
mailto:lOOflS'equest@mit.eduwith
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DKE, O.t:/i£eof HOUlling Consider Student Center Piano •
Residential Optionsfor Brothers Rooms Open 24-1Irs.

MIT BLOODDRIVE

La Sala, Student Center

Mon,Nov.24,12noon.6p~
Tue, Nov. 25, 8alll - 8plll

It is MIT policy to .,allow employees.
time:off,w.ith p,~..tO':ii~~at,}1e, '1 ~

blood' at the drives that are .
sponsored on campus.

•

However, the CAC does not
have the resources to update the
access list continually, Walsh said.
He said one difficulty was that the
card readers on the doors cannot be
updated online and would have to
be updated manually for each new
person. The solution was to set up
four times during the year when stu-
dents could sign up.

Walsh said that once the sign-up
form is processed, the person's MIT
ID card will allow access to the
rooms until next fall. In addition,
each user will be added to a piano
user group mailing list, so that they
will be informed of procedural
updates.

By Matt Bums

Students will now have 24-hour
access to the piano rooms on the
fourth floor of the Student Center,
provided that they sign up by the
four deadlines set throughout the
year.

Sign-up forms are due four times
this year, on Nov. 12, Jan. 9, Feb.
13, and June 18, according to an e-
mail announcement from Jennifer
B. Smith, manager of event plan-
ning for the Campus Activities
Complex.

The three piano rooms contain
one upright piano and two baby
grand pianos. The pianos are tuned
regularly, said Smith.

The change is a result of the
closing of the Coffeehouse, which
had provided keys to the piano
rooms 24 hours a day. Following its
closing in January, there was a
demand for a return to the twenty-
four hour access, said Phillip J.
Walsh, director of the CAC. Walsh
said that since the Coffeehouse had
closed, 'the keys to the piano rooms
were given out by the CAG, which
is only open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m on
weekdays.

The Campus Activities Complex
is also planning future enhance-
ments to the piano rooms. "Our next
step is to improve the instruments in
there," Walsh said. He said that the
CAC hopes to buy new pianos next
year, provided that budget allows
for it.

Students support 24-hour access
Many students were pleased with

the return of twenty-four hour
access to the piano rooms.

"I like the idea, since the Build-
ing 4 practice rooms have restricted
access. And the sign up sheet is
good. It's a quick way of keeping
people Iresponsible for damage "
said Tina Y. Hsieh '05 .

"I ithink 'it's a rgood idea,?" said
Shiva R. Ramesh '05. "There are so
many people 'atMIT involved';'in
music."

Walsh said that the rooms prob-
ably would not be appropriate for a
cappella group practices,- because
they can only fit about three ,peo-
ple. Walsh suggested that.'musical
groups reseive appropriate space
.in the Student Center or Kresge
Auditorium bY-contacting. the

Sign-up gives students access CAC ...•
The new piano room system is . :Members:of. MIT a cappella

"a way -to' provide the access and groups agreed. "Tryingttolrehearse
make 'it generally available;" Walsh)Vith sixteen people in a space that
said. He added that anyone with an size is pretty'mucbruseless/?l said
MIT ID card can sign up.to use 'the Prathima Nandivada '06,' a member
,roomsr<.>bw-- v.."btU !srh L'lt< JllJ1:Jd (ofjthe,~horaIIaries.fHIIt:.-;djl.lI:'

:FSIt(r'Feasffimij~'~S~dY
Lists SoUrCes "of'~Q~pitaI

tor of Housing Denise A. Vallay on
Wednesday evening to further dis-
cuss housing alternatives. Vallay
said that a final decision has not yet
been made, but they are currently
exploring housing options on and
off campus, as well as in other fra-
ternities, sororities, and independent
living groups. "We'll be looking at
on-campus housing after we run the
housing change lottery," Vallay
said.

make sure only three brothers were
present.

The CLC also required that the
president of DKE attend the month-
ly Campus Alcohol Advisory Board
meetings and "come up with a cre-
ative response through CAAB,"
Barnes said. He called the decision
by the IFC to suspend DKE a "sig-
nificant wind change on MIT cam-
pus."

DKE met with Tyrell and Direc-

For more inforll1ation or to make an.
appointll1ent, visit:

http://web.mit.edu/blood-
drive/www/

DKE, from Page I

G said that he expects that the presi-
dent, residential advisor, and house
manager will stay in the house for
the year.

Hohm said that prior to yester-
day's decision by the CLC to revoke
DKE's ~ing license, DKE had
been considering taking on boarders.

Trujillo said that MIT would
conduct unannounced spot checks to

FSILG, from Page I

determined, but Vassar street is a
strong possibility.

Capital considered in new study
Financing a project as large as a

new facility for an FSILG requires a
significant amount of capital. In the
previous study, the proposed con-
tributors were to be the FSILG, the
Independent Residence Develop-
ment Fund, and MIT, Immerman
said.

In "the original model ... MIT
will make land available and maybe
some infrastructure for central utili-
ties, Immerman said.

By this original model, moving
FSILGs would sell their property in
Boston and use the money for the
new construction. The remaining
costs would be split between MIT
and alumni corporations, which own
the houses, he said.

The IRDF is a program set up by
the MIT Treasurer's Office to make
low-interest loans and grants to
FSILGs. The program's funds come
from tax-deductible donations. "In
the past, the university has helped
individuals buy property through the
IRDF," said Dean for Student Life
Larry G. Benedict.

The committee is far from mak-
ing a decision, having only met in
its entirety for two sessions. "The
decision-making process is long and
strategic," said Immerman. "As you

know; right now, given ..the current
economic cOQd!tion.s, that many,
many things are on hold ..
, He said that he could not guess

when the next housing development
project might begin.

The final decision to act on the
conclusions of the housing feasibili-
ty study will be made by the Build-
ing Committee, which consists of
senior officers, deans, and members
of the MIT Corporation.

Sorority seeks own house
_ One FSILG interested in having
its own house is the sorority Kappa
Alpha Theta, whose sisters current-
ly live at Sydney-Pacific. "Our
facility corporation president, Ali-
cia Allen, spoke to Dean Benedict
[about] the possibility of getting a
house eventually," said Sarah S.
Rhee '04, president of Kappa Alpha
Theta.

"Under our understanding, we're
going to be guaranteed housing in
Sidney-Pacific until they find a
house to lease from MIT or they

-build us one, mostly likely on Vas-
, sar Street," Rhee said.

"Certainly it is true that YJ1ssar
Street is a target" for future housing
development," Immerman said.

The size of a possible Theta
house is in question. "We'd love to
have as many sisters as possible to
Jive there, but I don't think they're
planning to build us a house for
eighty sisters," Rhee said.

Th.is space donated by The Tech

Something to _
feel good alJout.

UnlbedWCIy

- ~----- - -- - ------------------------------------

http://web.mit.edu/blood~
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APPLICATION DEADLINE
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Square Bookstore.

The Coop is now accepting applications for nomination for

election as a Student Director for the 2004-2005 academic

year. Applications are available at any Coop branch store, or at

the Member Services Office, 4th floor, of the Coop's Harvard

Apply to be elected to
THE COOP'S BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ments of the dining plan are different
for each residence hall. In Simmons,
for example, the dining fee is required
for all residents, whereas in Baker and
Next House the requirement only
applies to the class of 2007.

Berlin said that all freshmen who
will move into Baker and Next House
next year and beyond will be required
to pay the fee, thus gradually integrat-
ing the dining plan into those dormi-
tories. Current students who move to
Simmons, Baker, and Next House
next year will also be required to pay
the fee.

Berlin said that the discount meal
plan that is currently in effect at Sim-
mons, Baker, and Next is "open to all
MlT students."

By Jullim Villarreal
STAFF REPORTER

THE BLIND BOYS OF ALABAMA
The Blind. Boys Family Christmas

Tuesday, December 2, 2003 at 7:30pm
Berklee Performa nee Center I Boston

McConnick to Offer
Meal Plan Next Fall

Free'tickets for MIT Students!
made possible by

The Council for the Arts at MIT

. McCormick Hall will offer in-
house dining next fall. The dining
facility will most likely operate under
a plan similar to the one that is cur-
rently implemented at Baker, Sim-
mons, and Next House Dining, said
Richard D. Berlin III, director of
campus dining.

Berlin said that he expects that
McCormick freshmen will be required
to participate in the dining plan.

This plan requires that residents
pay a $200 dining fee per semester,
which entitles them to a 50 percent
discount on all of their dining pur-
chases. Meals cost approximately
$7.00, but with the subsidy, residents
would pay $3.50.

The McCormick Hall government Some students dislike dining plan
is currently holding discussions with Some residents do not support the
the campus dining office about reno- implementation of a dining plan.
vating its former dining hall to create "There is always some amount of dis-
a new one, Berlin said. McCormick sension," Berlin said.
had a dining hall 10 years ago, but it "For me, it's just another $200 to
was closed down because of mone- live in Simmons," said Devan E.
'tary losses. McCormick residents Kestel:07.
have expressed a commitment to hav- Lincoln W. Pasquina '07 agreed.
ing a dining facility, Berlin said. He said .that he usually dines at his
,,) ,.... fraternity and rarely dines at Baker.

l~tails of dining to be ~e~ennined At McCormick, Sundareshan said
"We haven't hammered out all that some residents have "mixed feel-

the details, but it's pretty much ings" about the nature of the dining
agreed upon," that a dining facility plan.
will exist, said Priyanka M. Sundare- Berlin said that current dining pol-
shan '06\ McCormick government icy is focused on providing students
dining co-chair. Sundareshan said with many campus dining options.
that the' dining committee would be He said that in past years the dining
meeting over the next few weeks to office has attempted to "strike a bal-
disc~ details such as menu variety ance between student eating in dining
and the layout of the facility. halls; cooking for themselves, and

. She sind that the McCormick Hall eating off campus."
governmentfelt~ that a.dining facility He said that the campus dining
.would be beneficial to incoming .office has worked with the Office of
freslunen.and help to build communi- Student Life to clarify the options
ty.within McCormicJc. '. ' r ': [ available to -incoming freshman.

Sundareshan.also.1saidrthatlitlis Berlin said that many students'~ho
stiltundecided-rhether th1rdining. decide to,llve in...de.rmitorie~~itlt~ut

'pIan will belnl'an<latory fo:' residents ..n dining' plans such as Bilrton-CJnner
She said that they haa not.yet deter-- . '.'are making a conscious decision to
mined whether the plan. next year cook most of the meals for them-
would be required for all McCormick selves," whereas Simmons residents
residents, re~quiredjust for freshme.n, are aware of the dining fee require-
or not require<Iat all. ment and making the choice to eat in

Currently, the specific require- the dining hall.

•

Need more info? 'E:'m~ mkamenet@miledu or ebnatb@mit.edu

.... tIcad }taM ........... IJt tite .stl.MI.aK...... h'.., Oft &"Uhf sister.. $!I iii
......... ,.$& d ".. lIt sr-p$ ...............

An,proceeds support the E1.izabech Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation and
Chaim $bebe Medical Center

Thanks to our sponsors: Sodexho. Star Market Trader Joe's. Alpine Bag~
PepSi. and Ml'TFaculty CIlJ., Catering

Monday - Fri~ay 10am - 3:30pm

One ticket per valid MIT student 10

BOOK SPRING BREAK CANCUN AND FLY NON~STOP FROM BOSTON ON AMERICAN AIRLINES

.Since meeting at Talledega Institute for the Blind in 1939, the
Blind Boys of Alabama have thrilled audiences worldwide with
their potent, impassioned renditions of gospel songs. Now in
their seventh decade of performance, with a 2002 Grammy
Award and 22 recordings to their credit, the Blind Boys of Ala-
bama still send the spirit soaring to dizzying heights with their
foot-stomping, hand-clapping celebration.

Tickets may be picked up (in person only)
at the MIT Office of the Arts (E1S-20S)

'.

$100 Deposit due by November 30th
airfare-7 nights hotel-7breakfasts & 7 dinners-40 hours of free drinks

$399 Mex Hotel 1$499 Laguna Verdi/$599 Oasis Calinda Bch./$699 Oasis Resort

(Prices are per person, Quad occup., plus $95 US/Mexican Departure tax)

EXXTREME VACATIONS 1-800-336-2260

http://www.thecoop.com
mailto:ebnatb@mit.edu


ber is that the Judicial Committee is
made up of five members from five
different fraternities. It would be
extremely difficult to find a group of
people that are more pro-fraternity
than the Judcomm review board,"
Fowler said.

Other proposed policy ch;nges
Daneshvar said that he also

hoped to make some changes with
Rush.

"While we have to respect the i

dorms' ability to rush, and we don't
want to infringe on that, we also
need to balance it with. being rea-
sonable to fraternity members in
terms of our recruitment," Danesh-
var said.

He suggested that Rush immedi-
ately follow Orientation, so that it
would interfere with one week of
class rather than two.

Furthermore, "there's the whole
problem that there's a wet weekend
between Orientation and Rush, and
it's very hard to police'that week-
end, so it just makes more sense to
have that as part of Rush," Danesh-
var said.

Grochow said that he also has
changes in mind. He said that he
would like to focus on is the self-
image of fraternities.

"One of the things I noticed was
that amongst a lot of the members
of the IFC, they don't really under-
stand that they are more than just a
social organization," Grochow said,
"Really, what all houses offer are
learning and leadership experiences.
A lot of people do understand it, but
a surprising number don't."

Grochow said he hopes that
helping fraternities to recognize the
versatility of the services they pro-
vide will ultimately help out Rush
as well as the IFC as a whole.

IFC, from Page I

comm by-laws.
Specifically, the system of disci-

plinary levels within the IFC Judi-
cial Committee is undergoing the
most scrutiny.

Currently, Judcomm can take
one of four actions against a frater-
nity: warning, probation, suspension
of privileges, or expulsion.

"I think it's a good system, but
they should have more levels
because there's a huge gap,"
between them, said Angelica M.
Osorno '05, president of the No. 6
Club.

Concern regarding the existing
system has also incited in some fra-
ternities a renewed interest in the
IFC.

"Within my house, there seems
to be more interest in running for
IFC office, and higher participa-
tion," said Matthew H. Wilkerson
'04, president of Phi Beta Epsilon.
"If anything, it's caused people to
look at the IFC differently," he said.

The new IFC officers also have
other ideas, including a modified
Rush and re-examination of fraterni-
ty self-image.

IFe Officers Review
Disciplinary System

Officers discuss Judcomm
Daneshvar sympathizes with

DKE's situation. "I don't think any-
one was happy with the DICE deci-
sion. It was very tough, and I don't
envy the people that were on the
board and had to make it," Danesh-
var said.

However, the new administration
recognizes that in order to maintain
IFC independence, disciplinary
action may occasionally be neces-
sary. "The IFC has to be self-gov-
erning and self-regulating, said
William R. Fowler '05, the new IFC
Judcomm chair. "This particular rul-
ing happens to be one of the more
severe cases of the IFC having to
govern itself," he said.

"It may send a signal to the MIT
community that when fraternities
say that they are not going to have
alcohol during Orientation and
Rush, they are serious about it,"
Fowler said.

Daneshvar and Fowler were also
both quick to note that Judcomm
was attempting to act in the best
interests of the fraternity system.

"The important thing to rem em-

for

'You may apply fora
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President Charles M. Vest, former MIT first lady (1980-1990) Priscilla King Gray HM, and Public
Service Center Director Sally Susnowitz look on as Shirley McBay, founder of the MIT Public Ser-
vice Center, blows out the candles in honor of the PSC's fifteenth birthday in the Bush Room on
Tuesday. The birthday celebration provided cake, refreshments, and community. service Informa-
tion to the public in Lobbies 10 and 13.
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Council to be strengthened
Daneshvar said that he hopes to

address the concerns of various fra-
ternities regarding the DKE decision
by strengthening the President's
Council.

First, this would involve the
President's Council holding a com-
prehensive review of existing IFC
policy, to "ensure that these rules
truly represent our interests," said
Daneshvar.

One policy criticized by some is
the system of levels of disciplinary
action set forth in the IFC Judcomm
bylaws.

"Reform would almost certainly
include a review of the Judcomm
by-laws, something about which
fraternities seem excited. "I think
that a few small changes would be •
in order, such as creating an extra • ,)
step between the 'second\ and third
violation ti~r," Daneshvat said,
referring to the probation and sus-

Fraternities want more openness pension of privileges tiers.
Several fraternities have "I am happy _with the i~itHl!ive

expressed their desire for'more that people are taking to try to'
openness from the' IFC, especially . revise, if need be, the Jud~omni by-
the Judicial Committee. laws,'" said Sh~lUn P. O'Neill '04,

. Arthur G. Fitzmaurice G, presi- president ofNu Delta .... "
dent of Zeta Beta'Tau, said that one In addition; Daneshvarhopes to !

of the major flaws of the Judicial . make theIFC:.President's Council a
Committee was its lack of commu- ,place wh~r~ .fraternities .could truly
nication with the IFC President's . communicate .with each other and
Council'. Judcomm would hear make important deCfsions. l~"
cases, and report the rulings to the , '''Befor~~'.i(wasn't really a~ara "
President's Council, but not provide that made strong decision~/:.h~l1said. I

J.O,.n@ttm"t'ed"'any. explanation fo~ ~~ ~l!ngs .•. ,"By-laws were kind of forced upon i
I' •• \:I •. ~, , "Judcomm basically puts the rest 'I'ius, anlpeople' were afraid:to speak I

.. ,".. "'W2Q-483 617-25~:1f54:L. ~:M(tlie~rFC' ..un&eriaipaper bag, and ,Iup. I'd lilJlt6- m~kelit1\em more I
( " ....;i ............".,., ' \ J

,......,..--------------~-------------___:-----------___, that's definitely a flaw, Fitzmaurice-_. important-again, and, one of the key
said. "We should be able to know steps towards that is to make sure
what's going on. It just appears very that we all know each other's

,covert, and you don't want that," he names," Daneshvar said.
said.

Similar views were expressed by
the newly-elected IFC Vice Presi-
dent, Joshua A. Grochow '05. "The
biggest issue we currently have is
... how to maintain privacy, but tell
people enough so that they under-
stand why the decision that was
made was actually fair," Grochow
said.

Earth Share

It's a connected "World.
Do your share.

Ob~ain information and appliCation at the Public Service Center ,~104.':
For 30 ways to hdp the environment, write Earth Share,
3400 International Drive ~ Suite 2K (AD41
W2shington, DC 2<XXl8.

_.~..
"

.



Unique Bengali fish dishes include
Paabda maachher jhol, Rui maachher
ka/ia, Moehar gauto, Shorshe llish

.... ' ..............
, I...

Meetings: Room N52.:1~8,Wed.,7-10, Sat. 5-11
http://tmrc.mit.edu - tmrc-officers@mit.edu

Royal Bengal (India)
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Boston's only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant
313 Mass. Ave., Cambridge

(617)491-1988
T: Red Line, Bus #1 - Central Square

Take-out, platters, and catering available. Delivery with minimum order.
15% Discount on $30 (or more) order with MIT 10.

Open Daily Except Monday
11 :30 am - 11 :30 pm
Lunch Buffet $5.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

This space donated by The Tech

web.mit.edu/mitpsc

I Weloo~ Tomorrow!W~ I Tech Model Railroad Club of MIT

• Fall Open House
~- ~ Saturday, November 22,2-5 and 7-10 pm~ •~ - JJ Room N52-118 (First floor of the Mil Museum Building)@~ ) ;,.." _ Free Admission

~:'.:lr1,tr.,~d..qcihg noew',;,"
homestyle stews

just in time
for -winter.

J; •. I

,U,~ASPIUN:GB~AJ{.com
1\' Cancun,Bahamas, Acapulco,

Jamaica: & 'More ; _ .
,-.j ,:Hori'tbefooled! ,Go-with:.t

.,: i'qualityana:experieilce!- ..
,- , ': i;28' ye'aI's'iii'business' -;' If i •

Largest Stud,en! Tour' operator '
,(Division of USA StUdent Travel)
; j ,'cali 1-877460-6077 .. '

. ,,' .i ,:CIOltl ).,,!, .,r.,"" :
Now'hmng Campus Reps

"',,.Earn 7 Free. Trip~.for 15: .. "~ ~r~ t lJ. "IoJ ,I ...., .. J • JI\tUvlf Ullh p~~l ..

~nom rn~.;}jfcl~SiW~~J$l./i! b' I .qu

I Smile!
Solution to Crossword

from page 12

GOB I ISH E 8 A~ T 0 A D
I DOL HEM A N A L G A
.!!££ KillE S I G N A T IONERR.REST LUNGE~N E CJ:!.~i~ A 8 L U MAD S
A MEN A L I G N M ° N

~~~ACITYMEASURE

II0.!:!.£AIIETE USIAN A T ~~S H K2J.tlE C K
PEN T L I ~

ADLAI LIME.ELF
LOU D iE sse ° N T R ° L
U S S R SET I NIlOT A
MET E PES TOP S S T
I.'• ...,Ic..,"},''''",••, rour 0INN"r,

_
' Jamaica, Meljca'IBa~amas. and Fla. ridal

~ • ., $ell Trips, Eom (ash and Go Free!
• ' ,e., I. (~II~r_rou discounts: :.

F~-r.moreinfo~ati~n:~.-; '. _r' "I

contaCt STA Travel' '. IJM~"
at 617-225-2555- ",:' ...",ca

.1't:i1 l!'fiT'.:"".:" • , '

No~~~r.2).2Q03J ·•

•

Proposed'Winter TechShuttle Route Change

•
.'

Current regular and winter. TechShutt1e route: The IvlIT Parking and T ransPJrtation offie e is conside ring a
p1DPJsal brought forward by the GraduateS tude nt Council to
expurl the W inte r Tee hShuttle route to cover areas ilia t are
curre ntly not re rvice d.

Current TethShuttle senrite:
• Covers most of the southern and easte rn pn1s of main

campus
• Has a v:rait time of 20 minutes bet~ en shuttles
• Additional winter shuttle (Dec. - Apr.) reduces wait

time to 10 minutes

'\

We want your feedback!
gsc-shuttle@m it.edu

Summary:
• Current TechShuttle route and times won't be affected
• Second shuttle Vlillbe p9.rti.ally re -routed from the hours

of8am -llam
• Outside of this time window, Tee hShuttle o}:eration

will remain unchanged

Effet t of proposed change:
• Provides morning coverage to re Sidents in the

northwest put of campus (Erlgerton House, the
Warehouse, Sidney-PaciflC, Random HalL VIlLG)

• Over 1200 additional undergraduate and graduate
students vrould have conve ni.ent and dire ct acce $ from
the ir reside nces

• Some stop' along the current route will not eX}:erienc e
a de creare d waiting time of 10 minutes

.-

F.or more details, please. visit:
Ilttp: Ilwe b.m ited ulgsclwww /

::rrw' 11;"-'

Proposed winter route for the seconl TechShuttle:

\

I
i

I
I

!

-I
i

•

http://tmrc.mit.edu
mailto:tmrc-officers@mit.edu
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UA Goals Update
November 21, 2003

)

New Goals: Current Progress: Target Completion Date: Contact:
Improve Sports Medicine Support for Club Sports: Increase avail-
ability of MIT sports medicine to participants in club sports.

Scheduling meeting with DAPER rep- lAP
resentatives.

Jacob Faber
(ua-vp@mit.edu)

Open DuPont Weight Room for Club Sports: Allow MIT club
sports to use the DuPont weight room with appropriate supervision.

Scheduling meeting with DAPER rep- lAP
resentatives.

Jacob Faber
(ua-vp@mit.edu)

Evaluate Orientation 2003: Evaluate Freshmen 2003 Orientation
and get feedback from the class of 2007 regarding events, summer
mailings, and the housing lottery.

Completed, report available at Completed
http://web.mil. edu/ua/www/commit-
teeslchol.

VA CHO Chairs
(ua-cho-chairs@mit. edu)

Investigate the New Housing System: Investigate the effects of the
new housing system on dormitories and FSILGs. Gather student
responses and opinions of the results and effects of the new housing
system.

Planning and figuring out the best for- February
mat for the surveys.

UA CHO Chairs
(ua-cho-chairs@mit. edu)

Orientation Schedule for Next Year: Assist the ARC and work
with the involved parties to help plan Orientation 2004, create new
events, and enhance existing events for the class of2008.

Evaluating response from freshmen March
feedback from this year.

UA CHO Chairs
(ua-cho-chairs@mit. edu)

Internal Party Registration System for Dormitories: Research and
implement a system for registering room parties and parties within
dorms.

Discussing with dorm pr'esidents. lAP VA CHO Chairs
(ua-cho-chairs@mit. edu)

Women's Health at MIT Medical: Working with Student Health
Advisory Council and Maryanne Kirkbride to assess problems with
scheduling timely appointments for birth control. Please contact
hchoe@mit.edu with any personal experiences (include name, date,
context) regarding a long wait for appointments for birth control.

Theft Prevention in Dormitories: Working with the MlT Police and
Housing Office to organize an optional training session for desk
workers to increase security.

Organizing relevant information to
investigate this as a large issue.

We have contacted Lt. Pierce and
Director of Housing Karen Nilsson, to
discuss increasing security through
deskworkers. Contact with desk cap-
tains and house managers will also
begin soon.

December

lAP

Hannah Choe
(hchoe@mit.edu)

Hannah Choe{hchoe@mit.edu),
Christina Royce (c_royce@mit.edu),
Debbie Watkins (dwat/cins@mit.etl4)

Updated Goals:

John Velasco
(ua-treasurer@mitedu)

Completed and continuingCompleted budgeting workshop Oct.
2003. Developed a series of publica-
tions that will assist student groups in
budgeting and preparing proposals for
funding. Developed the liaison process
to have UA Finance Board be the first
stop for Undergraduate ASA-recog-
nized groups to come for funding.
Liaisons serve as expert consultants to
assist student groups in the develop-
ment and presentation of their propos-
als before VA Finboard and other
financial resource boards.

Initial meetings to discuss structure/pur-
pose have taken place. The committee
will serve a~ a communications body
focusing on discussing issues that cut
across student government lines and
serve as a forum for the exchange of
ideas amongst student government lead-
~.

Impro\'e Finboard Allocations Processes to Student Groups: Clari-
fy process of allocations via online guides and templates for proposals,
guidelines for funding, and improvement of the liaison program.

..,. .... &. ...
i ~ l .,

Institute-Wide Student Government Communications Commit-
tee: Develop and implement a structure for a committee composed of
student government leaders from across campus to improve commu-
nications amongst these groups and to discuss large issues that affect
student life.

"Lunch with Larry" (Dean Benedict): Develop a series of monthly
lunches with Dean Benedict for UA Senators, UA Cabinet Members,
and leaders of other organizations in order to discuss current student
issues in a casual atmosphere. Also serves as a means by which stu-
dent leaders can get to know Dean Benedict on a more personall~vel,
in the hopes that they will be able to approach him for assistance or
guidance on their personal campus projects.

Lunches occur on monthly basis. If you
are a student leader and are interested
in taking part in a lunch, please e-mail
the contact provided.

Enhance Role of Nominations Committee: Expand Nominations
committee to appoint undergraduates to VA, Presidential, Faculty,
and Institute Committees.

After reviewing applications and con-
ducting interviews during the weekend
of November 14-16, NomComm has
made nominations for the Fall Round.
However, there are still a few Faculty
and Presidential Committees that need
undergraduate representatives such as
the Committee on the Library System
and the Committee on Foreign Scholar-
ships. NomComm is working on that
while prepping for Spring Nominations

End of term Stephanie_Wu - NomComm Chair
(ua-nomcomm-chairs@mit.edu) r

Zesiger Center Locker Allocation: Work with tbe department of
athletics (DAPER) to improve tbe process by which Zesiger Center
lockers may be purchased. From talking to students, many felt that
the first-come, first-serve system used this year was confusing and
wasted too much of their time.

Recently met with Tim Moore, ilie gen-
eral manager of the Zesiger Center.
Based on an evaluation of the current
process, the Zesiger Center will be
developing a Web-based lottery system
for the next rental period which will
take place in early December. Look for
more information to be added to the Z-
Center Web site
(http://web.mit.eliulzcenter) soon.

Kitchen Space for Non-Dorm Students and Student Groups:
Acquire and renovate kitchen space for use by students on a walk-in
basis, and for student groups by reservation.

Fields, Fences, and Safety: The goal of this UA Senate project is to
draft an official MIT policy on field access locations and times, and
especially official paths to get across the field. The policy will be
made with careful consideration of Varsity, 1M, and club sports' field
usage.

Working with Walker Renovations
Committee.

A segment of the fence on the Sim-
mons side of the West Lot was opened
for student passage through the parking
lot to the other side in front of Next
House.

Fall 2003

Continuing

Katherine H. Allen - Off-Campus
Senator (katallen@mit.edu)

Cameron Sadegh - Simmons Sena-
tor (sadegh@mit.edu) •

mailto:ua-vp@mit.edu
mailto:ua-vp@mit.edu
http://web.mil.
mailto:hchoe@mit.edu
mailto:hchoe@mit.edu
mailto:Choe{hchoe@mit.edu,
mailto:c_royce@mit.edu,
mailto:dwat/cins@mit.etl4
mailto:ua-nomcomm-chairs@mit.edu
mailto:katallen@mit.edu
mailto:sadegh@mit.edu
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• "DormStorm": Host dinner discussions with VA members and dorm
residents in Pritchett, McCormick, Baker, Next, and Simmons dining
facilities .•

Da~ Sbwttle: Facilitate the crossing of the Charles River through
the~8ivard Bridge'Shuttle during the winter months.

East Side Student Space: Create a working group charged with the
following: "We would like to create a VA working group to oversee
the creation of a "Student Space" on the East Side of MIT's campus.
The nature and location of this space is to be determined by the work-
ing group. Ideally, this space would emulate the success of the Stu-
dent Center first floor lounge, with the possible addition of some
basic electronic media. The management of this space will also be
handled by the committee.

SEVISAC: Form a committee to accomplish the following: "The
purpose of this committee is to (I) ensure that MIT is following this
pledge of reporting only the minimum required information and to (2)
generally safeguard the privacy rights of students affected by the
SEVIS program. This committee will be expected to work with the
International Students Office to audit the types of data being sent
about students as well as obtain and publish other relevant statistics,
culminating in a yearly or semesterly report, as appropriate. This
committee will serve an important purpose in adding transparency to
the SEVIS program and adding some accountability, in case privacy
rights are being violated. Eventually, this will become a joint VA-
GSC committee."

First dorm to be stormed by the VA
will be Simmons Hall on Monday,
Nov. 24th at 6:00 p.m. Other locations
to be stormed soon.

Shuttle is operational. Information'
about routes can be found online
(http://web.mit.edu/parking/WIN-
TER%20BOSTON%20SHUITLI.html)

Nominations Committee has inter-
viewed applicants. Committee is to be
formed and hold first meeting after
Thanksgiving.

Nominations Committee has completed
its interview process for those interest-
ed in SEVISAC. The selected members
are being notified and the first meeting
will be during the week after Thanks-
giving.

Completed and continuing

Completed

Early December

Early December
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Pius Vzamere (ua-
president@mit.edu), Jacob Faber

(ua- vp@mit.edu)

Coordinating Committee
(ua@mit.edu)

Jacob Faber
(ua-vp@mit.edu)

Pius Vzamere
(ua-presidellt@m it.edu)

•

,
"', :'(,\, 1 '-tt

~his space donated by The Tech

Need repair work in an Mil building?

fIXIT!

Normal Hours:
7a.m. - 3 p.m. M - F

Last year, your contributions helped 37,000 recovering
alcohol and drug abusers. TIUsyear, your help will be needed more than ever.

OUnited Way
of MasSllChusetts Bay

This space donated by The Tech

•

•

Burchard Scholars Program

All MITJuniors and Sophomores

The 2004 Burchard Scholars Program Is Now Accepting Applications
On Line

http://we~.mit. edu / shass/ undergraduate / burc hardscho/arsprogra m.shtml

The Burchard Scholars Program brings together members of the MIT
faculty with juniors and sophomores who have demonstrated excellence
in some aspect of the humanities, arts, and social sciences. 25 Burchard

.Scholars are invited to a series of dinner-seminars throughout the year to
discuss topics of current research or interest by faculty members, visiting
scholars, and Burchard Scholars. The 2004 program begins in February.

For information or an application, contact: Dean's Office, SHASS,E51-255
(x3-8961) or the HAS.SInformation Office, 14N-408 (x3-4443).

PLEASE NOTE - Application Deadline is DECEMBER 1, 2003

Sponsored by the DEAN'S OFFICE,
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES, ARTS, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

http://web.mit.edu/parking/WIN~
mailto:president@mit.edu,
mailto:vp@mit.edu
mailto:ua@mit.edu
mailto:ua-vp@mit.edu
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majors, with the addition of the
Sloan minor.

Mike Y. Young '05 is currently
majoring in Courses I and XIV. 'He
said that he had planned to major in
Course XV, but was not interested
in everything the major had to offer.
"I'd have liked to take classes or
minor in certain concentrations, but
the major would take too much
time," he said.

However, Vincent S. Yeung '05,
a current double major in Courses
VI and XV, does not see an advan-
tage to a minor. "If there's a minor,
I don't see what subset of. courses
they'd choose to be the 'most use-
ful, '" he said. "There are lots of use-
ful classes in Course XV, and a
minor would only give you one-
fourth of that knowledge."

Marcus B. Felder '05 is a current
Course XV major, but would have
majored in Course VI and minored
in Course XV if he had previously
had that option. "I'm noticing how
companies want the technical side
with the business side," he said.

"If you really want to delve into
business, you should take the
major" said Tian Yu '05, a member
of Sloan Undergraduate Manage-
ment Association. "The minor
would probably be more for man-
agerial studies or if you're promoted

• to manager, but it's dot your prima-
ry focus."

.How. Do YOtl, .'
Measure the Growth @fA.Child?

~.

Sloan, from Page 1

A faculty committee created this fall
and chaired by Professor Thomas A.
Kochan is currently designing the
minor.

The Sloan faculty, in conjunc-
tion with the Committee of the
Undergraduate Program, intend to
finalize the minor's design this
spring. The department will hire at
least three new faculty members to
implement the new classes for the
minor, Schmalensee said.

Working with faculty, Sloan
undergraduate students, and MIT
alumni, the committee is still decid-
ing how many students will be per-
mitted to participate in the program,
which courses will be offered, and
other intricacies of the minor.

Schmalensee said that the com-
mittee will probably ask the C.U.P.
to limit enrollment in the minor dur-
ing the first few years, while the fac-
ulty works out the initial organiza-
tional details.

1.!~November:2-1v;(2003

SJoan Minor besi~
Currently Underway

Sloan majors expected to decrease
Jeffrey A. Meldman, associate

dean of undergraduate education,
said that there are 292 students
enrolled in the Management Science
major, down from 321 last year.

Schmalensee expects the number
of majors to decrease even more,

.particularly the number of double

action with the campus.

Residents receive compensation
Some of the students who filed

formal complaints with MIT
received financial compensation in
late August. About 12 students
came forward with claims, and they
received reimbursements on their
bursar's account, said Nilsson . .-

Diel said that he received
$83.37. in compensation fof "dis-
tress due to noise." He said he did
not know if the mone'y was from"
Novartis, MIT, or the construction
company.

"It was a neg~tiation settlement
betweenhousing and the compa-
ny," Nilsson said.

Nilsson also said that students
living on the side of the building
facing construction will be
allowed to break from their one-
year housing contract without
penalty. The usual penalty is a
$250 fine and the remaining rent if
MIT is unable to find a tenant for
the emptied room, Diel said.

Other options include room
changes within Edgerton and the
graduate housing transfer lottery,
which closes on Nov. 23.

we're on a schedule to get the build-
ing completed," said Jeffrey Lock-
wood, director of external and gov-
ernment relations for Novartis.

Recently, another source of
noise has been the construction
workers as they arrive on site before
beginning construction. Diel said
that residents told him that the
workers have loud conversations,
often including foul language.

Chris Brown, a representative
for the construction company, said
that they have spoken to the work-
ers, given them a handout about the
problem, and told them not to con-
gregate near Edgerton.

As for the rest of Hie ongoing
conflict, Lockwood said that he
understands that the construction is
disruptive, and that he and John
Moriarty and Associates were trying
to be accommodating as possible.

Brown said that loud construc-
tion should end in December.

Bernard Aebischer, global head
of research and facility operations
for Novartis, said that Novartis
chose the Necco factory as the site
for its newest facility because it is
adjacent to the MIT campus and
would offer opportunities for inter-

T-S:MI~R~&\fl~
, : 'H ?'.' r. t .. ' r.~~~a"~ecessary if~c:t:of'~()'I.('Eth''e~.~.:':·

• ~~. 1 4' .. 1 .. ' ... _ • - .... \ .• "' : 1 .," ~ , .~' .. "... " '., . order direct"';. N~"midd~emen1.... L" .~. e ••• ~i_'f

. ": " ~.. " ': : ~".. :< ~ ~ ~ -... l. [ '\.:: . ~ .1 1.~.})C. ~ ,/ " .t ' .. ~ "

ph - 617-625-3335
fx - 617-625-0404

email -info@qrsts.com
www.qrsts.com .

• erving the M.I.T. Community since 1989

Put a few extra dollars Anyour
wallet before you hit the mall,

Edgerton, from Page 1

rently about 180 students living in
Edgerton House.

Karen A. Nilsson, director of
housing, said that some students
suffered from damage to personal
items during the heaviest part of
construction ,in the spring, as well as
extreme disruption due to the noise.

Diel said that Edgerton House
residents have also lost parking
spaces because of the construction
of a multiple story parking garage
for Novartis.

Previous Noise Complaints Have
Led to Financial Reimbursement

DANIEL BERSAK-TllE TECH

Daniel O. Bates '05 practices a solo during a Chorallarles dress rehearsal Thursday night. The
Chorallaries will be performing their fall concert Saturday evening at 8:00 In 10-250.

Students talk to construction reps
Approximately 50 students

spoke with representatives from the
Swedish pharmaceutical company
and John Moriarty and Associates,
the construction company working
on the former Necco factory, about
the construction situation on Mon-
day. The event was originally
intended to be a company presenta-
tion from Novartis, but the residents
used the time to address the con-
struction noise problems.

"I know they would like us to
start working later, but that's some-
thing we just can't do, because

The Tech offers paid positions in:
• Web design
• Network Support
• Advertisement sales

Do you want
to buy some snazzy
gifts this holiday season?

mailto:-info@qrsts.com
http://www.qrsts.com
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,Every fall for over
a century, a
select
group of
M IT students
have:been
,goi ng back to

t school""carrying an
t

extra notebook .
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. ". ,
" . ~ ... HERE'S HOW.YOU CAN JOIN THEM .

. .. .

.... We're The"'Tech','MIT,'s oldest and largest newspaper, and this fall we'll have openings for
. ,.., ;.'.freshmen, upperclassmen, and graduate students in the following departments: News,
... ,: Sports, Arts,.. Opinion, Photography, Production, and Business. Previous experience is

. ' ... welcome but .not essential .

.','. : :-.~.." BUT WE'RE MORE THAN JUST A NEWSPAPER.
The Tech is also MIT's oldest student activity, and that means organized (and disorga-
nized) events like Sunday night dinners, annual Talbot House retreats and banquets,
and movie premieres, as well as a generally fun place to h~ng around.

•
SO WHY NOT STOP BY?

If you think you might be interesed, or even if you just want to see what we do, visit
our office at W20-483 on Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, or Thursday night, or e-mail
join@the-tech.mit.edu. We are looking forward to meeting you!

mailto:join@the-tech.mit.edu.
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Swim, Diving Teams
Splash Coast Guard

SPORTS

-Women's.: lJItbh;are~TelUfiTakes~
Second at Brown -Tournament

~ ~ Department of the Treasury
~tb!/l1lnternal Revenue ServIce

http://www.ustreas.gov

Tax questions? Call TeleTax for recorded information
on about 150 tax topics, 24 hours a day.

Tax info, toll-free.

~)

Delaware handler. Delaware threw a
zone defense whose cup was repeat-
edly shredded by the precise ham-
mers of Tong to popper Kathleen L.
Dobson G. Nicola R. Tan '07 threw
a backhand huck to Olivia R. Cheo
'04 to score MIT's final goal in the
9-5 win.

Proceeding to the finals, MIT
faced the Brown University Alum-
nae in their toughest match of the
weekend. Prior to this game, the
Brown alums had only five points
scored against them in five games.
Brown started out strong, scoring
the first two goals despite numer-
ous blocks by Meryl R. del Rosario'
'05. Christine B. Dobson G
answered back with a deep throw
to Gorlina, sending MIT on a .th'ree-
point run. The teams traded goals
for much of the game, including
several exciting hucks caught by
Cohen, a hammer grabbed by
Christine Dobson, and a layout
goal by Rubritz. However, 'the
experience of the Brown graduates
overtook :sMITe's .solid defense.
MIT managed to, bring,the final
score to 12-15, a vast improvement
over last year~ s showing (4-15)
against the same team. '

was clear that his numbers didn't
even come close to being outra-
geously good.

Another potential candidate was
Jorge Posada. Sure, he.did help the
Yankees to the pennant, but were
we ever in question about whether
the Yankees would make.the:play-
offs? It could have been me catch-
ing for' them, 'and their run produc-
tion would not have mattered too
much: He' ended up receiving, 194
pdints!and.wasfthird;l'l f.;;z'1)
" Theother"mari,' A-Rod's ~losest
competitor, Carlos Delgado, wasn't
really on a winning team either. He
was with the Blue Jays, and they
fell out of contention quite early
on. So, he shouldn't win MVP by
the voters' original standards any-
way.

That leaves A-Rod. There is
nothing wrong with voting someone
who is statistically superior if there
are no other viable candidates, and'
this race was clearly a case of that.
If anyone can make a stronger case
for some one else, I wouldn't mind
hearing it.

Some may say that this vote
begs the future' voters to consider
their criterion for.an'MVP. MayBe
the league should specify some
nomi.n~tions f?r the player, or the
h~ague should have some criterion
for the vote. However, as of now,
there are no requirements for this
award. It's left open to interpreta-
tion for the voters. It is a voting
process because it allows every-
one's opinions to be heard. Since
nobody came out boldly and made a
statement, it went to A-Rod. Those
47 home runs are real. These sup-
posedly unwritten laws of MVP
standards are not. .

hot, the Sox started winning, and
winning a lot. But, A-Rod is the
MVP of the AL.

NL MVP: Barry "Bail" Bonds of
the San Francisco Giants. Barry, I
hate you so much it hurts me some-
times. You are an ass who doesn't
deserve any accolades anyone, not
even your own pompous self, could
give you. Yes, you are a good hitter;
but Albert Pujols is a much better
person who in fact hits better than
you do. Pujols should have won this
award hands down. Bonds, go piss up
a rope.

sports@tt.mit.edu.,.

end zone line. Gorlina sprinted
deep into the end zone to catch the
final goal thrown by Angela Tong
'05. MIT defeated the Brown team
9-5.

MIT finished the first day against
Tufts University Ewo. sMITe's
unstoppable defense lead by Cathy
Chu '06, Daniel1e A. Pigneri '07,
and Rubritz helped MIT to a final
pool play win. MIT played a
straightforward stack offense, and
the sharp cuts of Erin C. Shea '05
helped the team defeat Tufts in an
8-6 victory.

An undefeated first day gave
sMITe a first-round bye on Sunday
morning. With a good night's rest
behind them, the team dominated
Boston University's Ozone Pilots.
Shuang You '05 played smart
defense, poaching into the open cut-
ting lane. With the help of solid
hucks by J. Lily Huang '06,
Genevieve G. Ricart '06 caught two
goals. sMITe took the quarterfinal
game 13-9.

The semifinals pittedL',MIT
against University' of'Delaware
Sideshow.' sMITe came ouf. strong
with Darlene E. Ferranti '06 point
blocking an early huck-attempt by a

is the best pitcher I have ever seen.
No hyperbole was necessary there.

AL MVP: Alex "A-Rod"
Rodriguez of the Texas Rangers. Yes,
he is the best player in the American
League, but what should the MVP be
for? I would include play on the field
as well as play in the clubhouse. A-
Rod definitely is the best hitting,
defensive, and running shortstop in
the league. Also, off the field, he's a
generally good guy, too, so I see
nothing wrong with his getting this
award. I would have given it to Red
Sox David Ortiz because once he got

By Yong-yl Zhu all.
COLUMNIST In fact, A-Rod is valuable to the

What is valuable? Is it defined Rangers, contrary to everyone's
only through a player's bringing his belief. Without him, there would be
team to the playoffs? Do a player's nobody to build a team around. In

stats have fact, they've begun to build the
rt l anything to semblance. of a team with MarklJO umn do with his Teixeira and Hank Blalock. Thus,

value to the he's worth every cent of his con-
team at all? And what about the- tract, unlike some. (Chan Ho Park,
leadership and heart that he brings cough cough)
to the field? Well, the .voters1had a Sure, he didn't,play on a team
hard time deciding this .week wn-at is that weneto: the.playoffs,rbut .that~
the true determinant of an MVP, not his fault. Tthink that had he not
and so the end result appears to been there, the Rangers might easily
please nobody. After all the votes be in the same ranks as the Tigers.
were tallied and the scores counted, You put him anywhere else, and
Alex Rodriguez, the $250 million he'll give an extra five or 10 wins.
man, ended up being the American You can't say that about that many
League's Most Valuable Player. players. Not only is he a great can-

What were the writers thinking, didate because of his statistical
voting a man on a last place team to numbers, but there were a ton of
an MVP? That's only been done other reasons why A-Rod should
once before, by Andre Dawson in have won MVP. For one, there were
1987. What were the writers think- no clear-cut candidates this year,
ing, voting a man who didn't play at and all the voters were aware of
all in the pressure of a pennant race? that.
Most of the players voted on were Manny Ramirez, David Ortiz,
on contending teams. and Nomar Garciaparra were all

Were they all right, making the good candidates. That means they
choices that they did? After all, A- should cancel each other right out.
Rod only had 47 homers with 118 If the Red Sox ~ere missing any
RBIs. He only led the AL in runs, lone of them, they wouldn't com-
home runs, and slugging percentage, pletely tank, I'm sure. The fact that
was second in RBis, third in OPS, the entire Sox line-up is filled with
and: in' the. top 20 in most other sta- All Stars shows how they are all
tistical categories inciuding stolen -:. valuable, and none of them is the
~ases. Those stats shouldn't really.:' most valuable. In fact, nobody knew
matter, since A-Rod ~asn't under how valuable Manny was since he
the saIJ1epressure as the' other play- got votes in all 10 rounds of voting.
ers in pennant races. Just listen to Those three finished 5, 6, and 7 in
how insane that sounds. The guy - the voting.
has a ton of talent, and he plays like Shannon Stewart was also a can-
it. Not only that, but he also plays didate, as he received 140 points in
with heart and leadership. He is the fourth place. He helped by lifting
perfect man to lead by example after .Minnesota to the central title, but it

Why Rodriguez Is the Right MVP Choice

Awards, from Page 24

Despite his massive red Rod-Beck-
esque 'chops, Halladay was the per-
fect pitcher last season. He even
pitched a ten-inning complete game
shutout, allowing only three hits.
Incredible.

NL Cy ~oung: Eric "Monsieur" .
Gagne of the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Perfect. 55 for 55. He currently
holds the longest active streak with-
out blowing a save. With his great
control, blistering fastball, and
knee-buckling breaking ball, Gagne

A-Rod OK Choice for ~ Bonds Is Not

By Darlene Ferranti
TEAM MEMBER

The MIT women's Ultimate
team (sMITe) went 5-1 to take sec-
ond place at Brown University's

annual Huck-a-Hunk

:F0' Burnin' Pumpkin
tournament. Fi fteen

))" women's teams from
(,. the Northeast braved

the mid-November
wind to participate in last week-
end's competition.

sMITe warmed up with a game
against Smith College Lunadisc. A
valiant effort by Smith's team could
not compete with the defense of
Margaret A. Rosenberg '07 and
Holly E. Owens '07. The solid han-
dling of Kathleen M. Rubritz '04
connected with the deep cuts of
Nancy Y. Sun '04 to score two of
MIT's nine goals. sMITe took the
game 9-1.

The host team of the tourna-
ment, Brown University, was the
next to face' sMITe. The end zone
was dominated by Alison M. Cohen
G and April R.' Lehman G. The.two
graduate students scored six' points
for MIT. Yelena Gorlina '06 con-
tributed with a block near MIT's

See sports happening?
Write about it!

A. Browne '04, and Mabel Y. Feng
'06 took third (2:02.31). Shortly
after her relay swim, Thornton took
the 1,000 free en route to a new
school record (10:48.32), while len-
ni fer DeBoer '05 took third in
(11:43.67). Duffy put on a spectacu-
lar performance to win the 200 free
(1 :57.35), with Georgene M. Hilb
'04 taking second (2:02.92).

The Beavers continued to widen
the gap in the point tally in the
stroke events. In the 100 back,
Zoller took first (1 :04.14) and Vic-
toria K. Anderson G was third
(1 :07.88), while Chu and Chambers
swept the top two places in the 100
breast (1: 12.18 and 1:12.32). In the
200 fly, Hilb finished second
(2:22.10).

Following the first round of
stroke races, Duffy posted two pro-
visional national qualifying times
by taking the 50 and 100 free
(24.59 and 53.58). "Achieving two
NCAA provisional cuts this early in
the season shows that we can have
great performances and as a team
we have tremendous potential to
place well at NEWMACs at the end
of the season," said Duffy. The
Beavers also boasted third place in
the two sprint free events: Feng in
the 50 (26.71) and DeBoer in the
100 (59.03).

In the second round of stroke
races, Zoller and Anderson were
first and third in the 200 back
(2: 19.08 and 2:25.47), and Melissa
E. Dere '06 and Chambers took
second and third in the 200 breast
(2:35.19 and 2:36.07), respective:.
Iy. Thornton then claimed her sec-
ond individual victory in the 500
free (5:26.65), while Maryanne E.
Racine '06 finished third
(5:50.01). In her last event, Thron-
ton finished second in the 200 1M
(2:21.70).

The 400 free relay saw the
Beavers take first and third. Zoller,
DeBoer, Melanie J. Michalak '06,
and Hilb were first (3:53.13); Jolinta
Y. Lin '06, Lindsey R. Sheehan '07,
Chu, and Rebecca E. Jimenez '07
were third (4:04.99).

In the diving events, Nicole F.
Hou '04 was first in the one meter
(192.90) and Jaryn E. Finch '04 was
second in the one meter and first in
the three meter (139.95 and 139.20).
For the men, Christopher C. Kinney
'05 was third on the one meter
(138.15) and Mikko A. Solomon
'07 was third on the three meter
( 130.57).

The performances at this meet
speak well for the team's prospects
in the post-season. "I was'extreme-
Iy pleased by our early season
times," said Gerken. "We are on
1ine to. surprise some folks at
NCAAs."
. Both teams will travel to Maine
on Nov. 22 for double dual meets
with B~bson and Bowdoin ...

By Victoria K. Anderson
and Jonathan A. Goler
TEAM MEMBERS

The MIT men's and women's
swimming and diving teams each
nabbed their first dual meet victory
of the season by defeating the U.S.

7.
Coast Guard Academy
on Nov. 15. The

~ women handily
,/ ~ topped the Bears
-=- 166-118, while the

men earned a decisive
165-129 victory. "We raced excep-
tionally well today," said head
coach Dawn B. Gerken. "There
were many outstanding perfor-
mances turned in."

In their victory over the Bears,
the men took first j .... every swim-
ming event. Leading off the meet,
the 200-yard medley relay teams
swept the first two spots. Jonathan
S. Varsanik '04, Joseph P. Carlucci
'05, Jonathan A. Goler G, and
Nathan H. Vantzelfde '04 were first
(I :39.17), while Matthew N. Sty-
czynski '04, Jesse M. Smithnosky
'04, Alessandro Yamhure '07, and
Erdem M Kiciman '04 were second
(I :42.43). English Channel swim-
mer Nicholas O. Sidelnik '05 took
the 1,000 free (10:26.26) and went
on to out-touch the top Coast Guard
swimmer for a win in the 500 free
(5:04.60). Maike Geng '05 show-
cased his versatility with wins in
three events: the 200 free (1 :48.79),
200 fly (2:00.34), and 200 1M
(2:00.24).

Freshman standout Craig M.
Edwards '07 won the 50 free
(22.19), as well as the 100 and 200
back (53.17 and 1:58.49). Josiah B.
Rosmarin '06, recovering from a
shoulder injury, was first in the 100
free (49.42) and third in the 200 free
(\ :49.30). The Beavers also took
third in each of the back and sprint
free events: Varsanik in the 100
back and 100 free (55.50 and
49.84), Sidelnik in the 200 back
(2:02.40), and Kiciman in the 50
free (22.45).

In the breast events, Carlucci
took the 100 (1 :02.04) and Smith-
nosky won the 200 (2: 18.93). In the
200, Smithnosky, Carlucci, and Jef-
frey B. Gilbert '05 were in a dead
heat at the 150. Smithnosky pro-
ceeded secure a victory with an
impressive final 50, while Carlucci
nabbed second (2:20.00) and Gilbert
completed the sweep with his third-
place finish (2:20.65). Following
that sweep, Goler won the 100 fly
(53.98), defeating the reigning
NEWMAC champion James Con-
ner.

On the women's side, the 200
medley relay of Erin M. Zoller '05,
Monica W. Chu '07, Katherine C.
Thornton '07 and Kathryn M. Duffy
'04 took first (1 :55.96), while the
relay of Cynthia M. Adams '04,
Moria C. Chambers '06, Courtney

http://www.ustreas.gov
mailto:sports@tt.mit.edu


coin is that there isn't any aspect of
the game the Saints are really good
at, either. They rate just below aver-
age in total offense and in points per
game allowed. Doing everything
OK is in this instance worse than
doing something really well and
something else poorly.

Chances: Not good. They won't
have the ability to win their division
like the previous teams, and they
don't really have the talent or the
schedule to keep up with the wild
card.

Games of the week for Week 12:
San Francisco 4gers at Green

Bay Packers (both 5-5): The loser
of this game has pretty slim playoff
chances, so you know both teams
will be playing their hardest. While
Green Bay's defense is probably
weaker, San Francisco does not
have a real running threat, so Green
Bay can focus on limiting the 4gers'
pass attack. On the other hand, the
4gers must deal with one of the best
running backs in football, Ahman
Green. While you might think home
field advantage is big for the Pack-
ers, they have lost three already at
home this season. I think this week
they will buck the trend. The Pack-
ers win a shootout, 40-32.

Carolina Panthers (8-2) at Dallas
Cowboys (7-3): This game has as
much defense as the last one did
offense, and it is entirely possible
that not a touchdown will be scored
this game. Recent Cowboys history,
like the game against the Patriots
last Sunday, showed that while Dal-
las may have the D to win games,
its offense can't take advantage of it
and has scored no points the last
three games. I do not think that will
change against this Carolina
defense. The Panthers will win 12-0
on four field goals .

Seattle Seahawks (7-3):
Strengths: They are undefeated

at home. Their defense, like Kansas
City, keys well off turnovers, and
their quarterback, Matt Hasselbeck,
is fairly good.

Weaknesses: They have yet to
win on the road. Neither their
defense nor their offense has the
consistency needed to pull out road
wins, and since their next few
games are all road games, that will
be important.

Chances: It all depends on the
next four road games they have. If
they can come out winners in at
least two of the four, they have a
good shot of at least getting a wild
card slot. If they do better, they
could conceivably edge out the St.
Louis Rams for the division title.

San Francisco 4gers (5-5):
Strengths: Their passing game is

top notch, and their defense is capa-
ble of really clamping down on an
opponent, depending on how fired
up they are.

Weaknesses: Like the Seahawks,
there are signs of inconsistency, and
they may not have the running game
or talent needed to pull out of the
NFC West with a wild card or a
division title, since they are two
games back and in the toughest divi-
sion.

So whom do I see? Well, sticking
with my predictions made two weeks
ago, I like the Eagles (or Cowboys if
the Eagles win the division) and Sea-
hawks. Could I be wrong? More
likely than not. On that note, on to
this week's game predictions (pre-
diction record thus far, 4-4):

Depression Iis an illness- ~
not a weakness. : :

T REA:p:~~~:f.o~S/ON .

ITAUAN
AMERICAN

~rIa 8!gtnao

AUTHENTIC IT AllAN AMERICAN CUISINE

GREAT DINNER DESTINATION
WITH A.FABULOUS BAR

FREE Validated Parking Evenings
after 5PM.and All Day on Wee~ends in the

Technology Square Garage

NOW OPEN
POLCARI'S RESTAURANT

300 TECH SQUARE
AT KENDALL SQUARE

MAIN STREET. CAMBRIDGE
2 Blocks from the

Kendall Square T -Stop
617-5n-0555

www 0 polcaris 0 com

DIE MOST FUN YOUU GET
OUT OF TIE DIV •

~ motorcycle operator license is more important than you think. The fact is,
. unlic~nsed ride~s are over.represented in f~tal crashes ..So geF W
your license. WIllIe an aftern'Oon at the DMV Isn't much fun, havmg ~
a license is something you can live with. __ IOU SIFl1Y ~ •

This space donated by The Tech

Earth Share

join@tt.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541

This space donated by The Tech

.. ~~..

Free dinner on
Sunday nights.

For 30 ways to help the environment, write Earth Share,
3400 International Drive,~ Suite 2K (AD4),
Washington, DC 20008.

It's a connected world.
Do your share.

Women's Volleyball Ends Season as ECAC Champions
By Paul Dill Brandeis University, both by team in digs with 42. earned All-Conference and All-
_TE_A_M_C_O_A_CH scores of three games to one, en The team finished the season Region honors.

Women's volleyball finished its route to the team's third ECAC with a record of 28-7 (second best The last three seasons prove
season over the weekend by win- title. win percent in the past nine sea- that the program continues to
ning the 2003 Ea~tern College Clayton had 35 kills in the two sons), the ECAC Championship ascend to new heights. In that

T
Athletic Conference matches and ended her four year (first postseason tournament cham- span, the Engineers have boasted
New England Cham- career with the final kill of the pionship since 1993), and a final an .820 winning percentage

. '- . pionship .Tournament. final point of the tournament. Set- New England regional ranking of (93-21) and earned MIT's, first-
The,teamvwa5l'ledlib)1 teruAustin,Zimmerman 1~06dished third'out of 70 te':l.ms (highest final ever at-large bid to the NCAA

'/ ,'1 (!Nydia M. "Clayton out I 08 assists, while outside hit- regional ranking in over ten years). Championships, while spending a
. '04, who was named ter, Joy N. Hart '06 also had a phe- Several individual awards were majority of that time garnering

Tournament MVP. MIT. beat the nomenal tournament as she posted also earned over the season. Most spots in the regional and national
U.S. Coast Guard Academy and 29 kills of her own and led the recently Clayton and Zimmerman rankings.
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• Men's Soccer Takes NCAA New England 49ersHave
Championships, Advances to Elite Eight Strang
By Aaron Parness in the country at the end of the regu- team. But once we scored, 1 knew The stroke was true, and the D it
TEAM MEMBER lar season, and the game was played that we would either score again and bench rushed the field, swarming e ~e

The MIT men's soccer team won at Williams College on a very large win or go into penalty kicks. There Nestle and the other field players.
the New England Championship by field. The extra space gave the Engi- was no way we were going to let in "This was the most important
beating Williams College last Sun- neers plenty of room to utilize another goal." game I've played in," said Griffith. NFL, from Page 24

T day 2-1 in overtime. attacks up the wings, a strategy that MIT's first goal started when "And 1 think that is true for a lot of
The game was the sec- has created a lot of the team's goals Allaire received a ball far out on the our team." The faithful fans and
ond victory of the this year. left wing. Allaire then sent a long parents also came out onto the field
weekend for the Engi- MIT gained a few early chances crossing ball over the defense to to join the celebration.

i1 neers; they beat Las- in the game, but were unable to team co-captain Nick R. Nestle '04, "When Nick scored again, 1 was
sell on Saturday 5-0. locate the shots on goal. The who headed the ball past Williams's like' Ahhh!' I started running past

The victory advances Tech into the momentum then swung back and goalie, Nick Armington. The score all of the Williams students, and all
Elite Eight of the NCAA Division forth between the two teams in an remained tied until the end of regu- of a sudden, 1 felt like 1 went to a
III National Tournament. This is the emotional battle. "The level of lation because of some excellent real school," added Liang.
first time in MIT history that the desire on the field was awesome," play by both Armington and MIT With the win, MIT won the New
team has been invited to the tourna- said MIT fan Jason G. Liang '04. goalie, R. Morgan Mills 'OS, who England Region and will now face
ment. "You could see how hard everyone had seven saves in the game includ- the winner of the Northeast Region,

Long time coach, Walter Alessi, was playing. It was really exciting ing several in the waning minutes of Wheaton College. The game will be
was thrilled after the game. "After to watch." regulation. played at Wheaton's home field.
we lost in our conference tourna- Yellow cards were issued to The game then went into over- Despite being located in Massachu-
ment to Wheaton last Sunday, this MIT players Doug L. Allaire '04 time, and three minutes into the first setts, Wheaton was bumped out of
team was very, very down," said and Josef L. Miler '06 for playing a period, Nestle came up with his sec- the region because of the large num-
Alessi. "At that point, we thought little too hard, but two yellow cards ond goal of the game to give Tech a ber of New England teams entering
our chances of even getting in the were also issued to Williams' play- sudden victory. the tournament.
tournament were gone." Well, one ers. The game turned in Williams' "I saw Robert [Pilawa '05] serve MIT has quite a history with
week later, MIT not only is in the favor when forward, Brett Olsen, the ball through to me, but it was a Wheaton this year. The Engineers
tournament but also is fighting for a slid a shot between a swarm ofMIT bit too far for me to get too," said beat the Wheaton Lyons at
trip to the Final Four and a shot at defenders and into the net with 18 Nestle. "I saw the keeper come out Wheaton's home field during the
the national championship. minutes left in the game. of the box to get it, so I just jumped regular season 4-2. However, the

"I told these kids the first week MIT bounced back almost out in front of him hoping it would Lyons beat Tech in the conference
of the season that I felt we could immediately, though, scoring just hit me. When it fell at my feet, I championship less than two weeks
beat any team in the country," four minutes later while Williams thought for sure somebody would ago in a 3-1 game. The rubber
Alessi said. "Today, we weren't was preparing defensive substitu- clean me right out. 1 just kicked it match is sure to be an incredible
intimidated and went out and did tions on the sidelines. MIT defender and hoped it was hard enough. 1did- battle, so come support the team on
just that against a team who has Dan Griffith '05 said, "When we n't want to cut loose with a shot. Saturday and watch some great soc-
been in these games many, many went down a goal, I was pretty wor- I'm not as comfortable doing that cer. Several free fan buses will be
times." Williams was ranked third ried - Williams had a really strong with my left foot." traveling to the game from MIT.

•

•

•

mailto:join@tt.mit.edu
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NFL Week 11: Playoffs Muddle

NFL, Page 23

Sometimes the Packers can't stop an
offense even if they build a brick
wall across the field.

Chances: Also good, considering
that the also defense-less Vikings
are only a game ahead of them, and
the Packers defense may be improv-
ing. Plus, they currently look
stronger than the Seattle Seahawks,
and may be front contention for the
second wild c~d spot.

New Orleans Saints (5-5):
Strengths: The Saints have a

decent defense, a decent offense,
and a decent coach. There isn't real-
ly any aspect of the game the Saints
seriously lack.

Weaknesses: The flip side of the

of New England schools participat-
ing in collegiate synchronized
swimming competition. Ten years
ago, Wheaton College was the only
school in the region with a compet-
itive program. Now, there are a lot
of schools we'll be able to compete
with." Anderson has been involved
in synchronized swimming .for
most of her life, and the club feels
that continuing to have this mixture
of synchro novices and veterans
will provide the basis for a strong
club in the coming months and
years.

Synchro is far from easy, but
the good part is, it is a lot of fun,
and anyone can learn how to do it.
The club is also eager to increase
its numbers. There was an informa-
tional meeting open to all students
of the MIT community yesterday,
but if you missed it just contact the
club at synchro@mit.edu. Novices
and veterans are welcome. There
will also be an introductory class
for a week during lAP open to all.
The team has its first competition
against Wheaton College on Dec.
7.

6 p.m., Varsity Women's Basketball, WNEC

Saturday, Nov. 22
9 a.m., Varsity Pistol, RMC and USMMA
I p.m., Varsity Squash, Wesleyan
2 p.m., Varsity Women's Basketball Invitational,
Consolation Game
4 p.m., Varsity Women's Basketball Invitational,
Championship Game
7 p.m., Varsity Men's Ice Hockey, Bryant College

Friday, Nov. 21

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
.'

MlT's New Syncbro Team

Green Bay Packers (5-5):
Strengths: Offense. Period. Led

by quarterback Brett Favre and run-
ning back Ahman Green, this team
can score on anybody at will.

Weaknesses: Defense. Period.

McNabb, who has finally overcome
the problems he had earlier this sea-
son and is leading a much improved
offense.

Weaknesses: This team is still
recovering from the start of the sea-
son, and the defense can be a little
fuzzy at times.

Chances: Very good, considering
that they have the best record of any
wild-card contender thus far, and

-that the Cowboys may lose the divi-
sion to the Eagles anytime within
the next few weeks.

By Lesley Frame
TEAM MEMBER

Most certainly. Only a few weeks
ago, the Club Sports Council recog-
nized synchronized swimming as an

l'
official MIT organiza-
tion. Synchronized

'" swimming, or synchro
:- ;;. for short, is an intense

- water-sport combining
the grace and flexibili-

ty of gymnastics with the strength
and endurance of lap swimming.
Some refer to it as water ballet.

Just to give you an idea of what
this sport is really like, imagine
treading water with only your legs.
Now stick your hands straight up in
the air. Now imagine working with
your teammates to hold someone
above you out of the water, and
make it look easy. This is called a
lift and is only one of the elements
of a really impressive routine.

Team member Victoria K.
Anderson G is very excited about
the opportunities for competition in
New England: "We're fortunate
that the past decade has shown a
significant increase in the number

PETER R, RUSSO-THE TECH

Women's swim team captain Aasla Saleemuddln '04 starts the third leg of the 400-meter
freestyle relay at Wednesday's swim meet against Wellesley College. Saleemuddin, Georgene M.
HUb '04, Katherine C. Thornton '07, and Kathryn M. Duffy '04 won the race In 3:45.22, and the
Engineers won the meet 163-145.

Philadelphia Eagles (7-3):
Strengths: Quarterback Donovan

By Brian Chase
COLUMNIST

Just like I promised last week, I
will run down the many NFC wild
card candidates today. But first let

me vent aCo lu m n little.
The

Kansas City Chiefs, the NFL's last
undefeated team, finally.lost in a
tough game to the Cincinnati Ben-
gals last week, who are 5-5. Sud-
denly, at 9-1 (still the best record in
the NFL), the Chiefs are no longer
considered the best team. Every
pundit is picking the Tennessee
Titans over the Chiefs, even though
the Titans looked hardly more con-
vincing in. barely beating the Jack-
sonville Jaguars. This annoys me
somewhat because it completely
discounts the Chiefs strength and
success. Many writers are saying
they have no chance in the playoffs
now, simply because they didn't go
undefeated. It really bums me how
the Chiefs are dismissed so quickly.

Anyway, on to the NFC, which
has a playoff race as clear as a quan-
tum physics lecture. There are nine
teams in contention for the wild
card or lead in their division. If you
take away the Dallas Cowboys, Car-
olina Panthers, St. Louis Rams, and
Minnesota Vikings as the winners in
their divisions, you get the follow-
ing teams, each with a brief descrip-
tion .of their weaknesses, strengths,
and chances of making the playoffs.

Awards, Page 22

very beginning (a very good place
to start).

AL Rookie of the Year:
"Touched By An" Angel Berroa
of the Kansas City Royals.
Berroa helped turn a dismal
Royals franchise into a winning
ballclub with a shot at the play-
offs. With the help of the rest of
the Royals, fans in Kansas City
actually started coming to games
instead of waiting around until
the Chiefs season started. Berroa
shows great promise at shortstop
and some pop at the plate, allow-
ing the Royals to stop their
seemingly perennial search for a
shortstop. Although I would
have given the award to Cleve-
land's right fielder Jody "Spans
the" Gerut, Berroa definitely
deserves the award for his stellar
rookie season.

NL Rookie of the Year: Don-
trelle "Whatchu Talkin' 'Bout"
Willis of the World Champion
Florida Marlins. Was there any
doubt that Willis would win this
award? We all pegged him with it
in June when he went 5-Q with a
1.04 ERA. His high leg kick and
charming personality helped the
Marlins make it to the postseason
again and continue their franchise
postseason undefeated streak.

AL Manager of the Year:
Tony "Toni, Tone" Pen a of the
Kansa' City Royals. Amazing.
Simply amazing. Pena always had
a smile on his face the whole sea-
son long and was the only manag-
er to run to the mound when
changing pitchers. He always
encouraged his team with his pos-
itive attitude which spread
throughout Kansas City. You rival
Mike Sweeney for the greatest
person in baseball.

NL Manager of the Year:
"Grandpa" Jack McKeon of the
World Champion Florida Marlins.
At the start of the 2003 season,
McKeon was fishing with his
grandkids in the Carolinas. In
May, he received a call from the
Marlins to be their new manager
after they fired Jeff Torberg.
McKeon agreed and proceeded to
lead the Marlins to their second
World Series victory. Like Pena,
McKeon kept a positive attitude
and just encouraged his players
more because he knew they were
the best team in baseball. It just
took a special man to get them to
realize it.

AL Cy Young: Roy Halladay
"Inn" of the Toronto Blue Jays.

By Phil Janowicz
SPORTS EDrroR

Sure, the players are off the
field, but it doesn't mean that no
baseball action takes place during

the longflolumn winter
1.I~ months.

Players
are already being traded, and no
club is silent.

Here in Boston, the Sox have
their hands full with arbitrations.
Mike Timlin, the bes~ guy in the
bullpen last season, has already
been re-signed for next year with
a $2.5 million option for 2005.
Todd Walker has said he would
like to return to the Sox next year,
but the decision might not be up
to him. Although GM Theo
Epstein has stated that he would-
n't be against having Walker back
next year, the Sox are now begin-
ning to reach down into their
pockets and fish for pennies. The
Sox have a great team and look
promising for next year, but they
need to watch their pocketbooks
because they do not seek a firesale
next year.

Elsewhere, Seattle has reac-
quired outfielder Raul Ibanez
from the Royals, leaving a gaping
hole in the Royal outfield. The
Blue Jays have signed RHP Pat
Hentgen to a one-year deal
because he provides much for
very little cost. The Jays have also
traded outfielder Bobby Kielty to
the A's for LHP Ted Lilly, filling
much needed holes in their pitch-
ing staff. The Twins traded catch-
er A.J. Pierzynski to the Giants
for RHP Joe Nathan and two
minor league pitchers. The Astros
re-signed catcher Brad Ausmus to
a two-year deal. The Indians have
re-signed outfield sensation Mil-
ton Brad:ey to a one-year exten-
sion, hoping that Bradley will
anchor the tremendous outfield
the Indians have with Coco Crisp
in left and Jody Gerut in right.
Unfortunately, the Tribe lost out-
fielder Chris Magruder to the
Brewers and outrighted former
closer and physics major Danys
Baez to AAA Buffalo.

With all that moving around,
some things in baseball are con-
stant: the postseason awards.
Although I agree with many of
the choices made by the Baseball
Writers Association of America
(ahem, I'm still waiting for my
ballot), two selections differed
from my own, and one in particu-
lar peeved me. Let's start at the

o:.l~.
~~~

DMlTRY PORTNYAGIN-TlIE TECH

Goalkeeper Regina M. Sullivan '05 makes a save In a conference game against UMass-Boston.
Sullivan totaled 58 saves in what seemed to be an evenly-matched contest. However, the Engi-
neers allowed three goals in the last period and lost the game 1-5, bringing their record to 0-3.

Baseball '03 Awards?
Very Barry Interesting

mailto:synchro@mit.edu.
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